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1!Chapter!1!Introduction!1.1!Zeolites!! Zeolites! are! a! family! of! microporous! aluminosilicates.! They! are! naturally!occurring!and!were!first!synthesized!by!Richard!Barrer!and!Robert!Milton!in!1948.1!!Zeolites! are! inorganic! porous!materials! that! have! a! low! density! and! high! surface!area.2!Barrer!recognized!that!these!properties!could!be!used!for!hydrogen!storage,!which! has! become! one! of! the! leading! uses! for! aluminosilicates.! The! negatively!charged! zeolite! framework!may! also! be! loaded!with! protons! to! perform! selective!acid! catalyzed! reactions,! by! selectively! allowing! guestGmolecules! to! permeate!through!the!pores.2!
! Zeolites!are!limited!to!valence!elements!that!can!form!tetrahedral!such!as!Al,!Si,! due! to! constraints! of! bond!angles! and!bond! lengths.3! Zeolites! contain! SiO4! and!AlO4!building!blocks!that!act!as!primary!building!units!(PBU).!Each!tetrahedral!(T)!site!(primary!building!unit)!is!bonded!by!four!oxygen!atoms!(O)!and!forms!either!SiGOGAl! or! SiGOGSi! linkages.! Each! TGOGT! link! forms! a! shape,! which! is! defined! as! a!secondary! building! unit! (SBU).! Each! SBU! is! a! three! dimensional! portion! of! the!framework,!and!is!a!repeating!structure!which!comprises!the!unit!cells.!Zeolites!and!other!microporous!material! frameworks!are!created!by!either!connecting!identical!SBUs,! or! by! alternating! different! SBUs.! When! repeating! SBUs! form! a! unique!framework,!it!is!denoted!by!a!threeGletter!code!(topology!code).4!The!topology!code!solely!describes!the!connectivity!of!SBUS!regardless!of!the!tetrahedral!atoms!within!
!!!
2!
the!framework.4!!Novel!zeolites!are!also!given!a!name!that!is!chosen!by!the!founders,!for!example!ZSMG5!which!stands!for!Zeolite!Socony!Mobil!–!5.5!All!zeolites!crystallize!into! different! three! dimensional! structures! with! different! pore! sizes! and! pore!connectivities.!One!of!the!most!widely!used!zeolites!in!industry!is!Zeolite!A!due!to!its!adsorption! qualities.6! Zeolite! A! (Figure! 1.1)! has! a! Linde! Type! A! topology! (LTA),!which! is! composed! of! a! single! αGcage! that! is! made! by! connecting! eight! sodalite!cages,!connected!by!twelve!doubleG4!rings!per!unit!cell.!1.1.2!Aluminophosphates!!
! Another! class! of! microporous! materials! are! aluminophosphates! (AlPO4s).!They! are! similar! to! zeolites,! however,! SiO4! tetrahedra! are! replaced! by! PO4.7! The!SBUs! for! this! class! of! porous! materials! are! built! by! strictly! alternating! Al! and! P!tetrahedra! (AlGOGP),! which! results! in! a! neutral! open! framework.8! Flanigen! et! al.!were! able! to! create! a! new! subclass! of! microporous! materials,!silicoaluminophosphates!(SAPOs)!by!introducing!silicon!into!the!AlPO4!framework.9!1.1.3!Silicoaluminophosphates!!


















to!a!positive!framework!charge!due!to!the!creation!of!a!SiGOGP!linkage.10!The!second!suggested!route,!SM2,! is! the! incorporation!of!Si! into!a!P!site.!The!SM2!mechanism!creates! four! SiGOGAl! linkages! from!a! central! atom.!The! third,! SM3,! involves! two! Si!atoms!replacing!an!Al!atom!and!a!P!atom.10!It!is!important!to!note!that!silicon!cannot!be!incorporated!solely!through!the!SM3!method!and!that!some!SM2!must!take!place!to!avoid!a!SiGOGP!bond.10!When! the!concentration!of!Si!atoms!plus!P!atoms!equals!fifty! percent! the! SAPO! favors! SM2! as! the! incorporation! route,! and!when! Si! atoms!plus!P!atoms!are!greater!than!fifty!percent!a!mix!of!SM2!and!SM3!is!preferred.10!To!understand! the! incorporation! of! silicon! into! the! SAPO! framework,! the! route! of!crystallization! of! DNLG6! was! chosen! for! this! study.! DNLG6,! which! has! the! same!topology!as!zeolite!RHO,!has!practical!applications! that! include!methanol! to!olefin!conversion,!and!methyl!ammonia!to!methylamine!conversion,!and!strong!adsorption!properties.12!As!well,! Zeolite!RHO!has! the! second!highest!CO2! adsorption! capacity!behind!the!industry!standard!LTA.13!1.1.3.1!RHO!Topology!




! DNLG6!crystallizes! into!a!cubic!ImG3m!space!group.!Compared!to!the!zeolite!RHO,!DNLG6!has!a!smaller!pore!opening!but!a! larger! internal!volume!of! .36!cm3/g!compared! to! zeolite! RHO! which! has! a! volume! of! .26! cm3/g.14,15! DNLG6! has! one!equivalent!PGsite!within!the!framework,!P(OAl)4,!as!well!as!one!SiGsite,!which!is!an!isolated! silicon! atom! within! the! framework,! Si(OAl)4.! Experimentally! it! has! been!determined! that! no! silicon! islands! form!within! this! framework.15! By! studying! the!crystallization!structure!of!DNLG6!it!is!possible!to!optimize!potential!applications!of!the!RHO!framework,!at!a!significantly!lower!cost!than!the!zeolite!RHO.!1.2!Crystallization!of!Aluminosilicates!and!Silicoaluminophosphates!! This!section!will!detail!how!zeolites,!AlPO4s!and!SAPOs!crystallize.!1.2.1!Structure!Directing!Agents!
























! The!introduction!of!a!silicon!atom!into!the!framework!of!an!AlPO4!creates!a!Brønsted! acid! site.! This! acidity! results! from! hydroxyl! groups! being! formed! by!neutralizing! the! net! negative! charged! SiGOGAl! linkages.21! The! hydroxyl! groups! in!question!come!from!the!SiGOHGAl!linkages,!as!opposed!to!hydroxyl!groups!that!arise!from! lattice! termination! or! defects! within! the! structure.22,23! Less! acid! sites! are!present,! due! to! silicon! island! formation,! increasing! the! strength! of! the! remaining!sites,!and!causing! the!strongest!Brønsted!acid!sites! to!sit!at! the! terminal!silicon!of!the!island.!Another!factor!affecting!the!strength!of!the!Brønsted!acid!site!is!the!bond!angle! between! two! tetrahedra! (TGOGT).! The! association! between! the! potential!energy! and! the! bond! angles! indicates! 144°! as! favorable.24! Finally,! the! overall!composition!of!the!framework!effects!the!strength!of!the!bridging!hydroxyl!sites.!A!higher!mean!electronegativity!of!the!framework!(a!decrease!in!aluminum),!will!lead!to!higher!acid!strengths!of!the!SAPO.25!!1.2.4!Hydrothermal!Synthesis!of!Aluminosilicates!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!Silicoaluminophosphates!
In!the!hydrothermal!synthesis!method!(HTS),!supersaturated!gels!are!used!to!create!microporous!materials.! All! precursors! are! placed! inside! a! Teflon! container!with!excess!water!and!sealed!within!an!autoclave,! then!heated! in!an!oven!at!a! set!temperature!for!a!set!period!of!time.!The!reaction!takes!place!at!high!temperature!and!pressure.!Early!proposals!for!the!mechanisms!of!zeolite!synthesis,!by!Flanigen!and!by!Breck,!involve!the!growth!of!AlGOGSi!bonds!where!growth!occurred!mainly!in!the!solid!phase.26!Barrer!then!purposed!a!mechanism!that!consists!of!a!liquid!phase!
!!!
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reaction,! where! polyhedra! building! units! undergo! condensed! polymerization! to!form!zeolites.27!Afterwards,!Breck!proposed!that!the!formation!of!zeolites!would!be!aided!by!hydroxide! ions! in! the! liquid!phase.26!The! early! rearrangement!of! silicate!and! aluminosilicate! ions! is! aided! by! hydroxide! ions! and! the! tetrahedra! would!regroup!around! the!hydrated! sodium! ions! to! form!polyhedra.26!Burkett! and!Davis!examined!the!role!of!SDAs!in!zeolite!synthesis.!It!was!determined!that!SDAs!and!the!inorganic!species!(Si,!Al)!form!preGorganized!organic!and!inorganic!systems.28!This!ordered!system,! containing!SDAs!and! inorganic! species,! is!made!by! the!overlap!of!hydrophobic!hydration!spheres!within!the!gel.!!
! Zeolite! crystallization! can! be! divided! into! three! stages:! induction! period,!nucleation,!and!crystal!growth.!
! !The!induction!period!is!defined!as!the!start!of!the!reaction!to!the!time!when!the!first!detectable!crystalline!structure!is!formed!and!its!denoted!by!equation!1.129!!
! ! ! ! ! τ=!τr!+!τn!+!τg! ! ! ! ! (1.1)!where!τr!is!the!relaxation!time!and!is!defined!as!the!time!taken!to!go!from!the!first!amorphous! phase! to! the! second! amorphous! phase.26! The! secondary! amorphous!phase!is!an!equilibrated!gel!between!solid!phase!and!solution!phase!where!the!solid!phase! is! more! ordered.! The! ordered! gels! are! formed! by! dissolution! and!reprecipitation.!τn!is!the!formation!time!of!a!stable!nucleus!and!τg!is!the!time!for!the!nucleus!to!grow!to!a!detectable!size.29!The!primary!amorphous!phase!exists!once!a!silicon!source!and!an!aluminum!source!are!mixed!in!a!solution.! Initially!two!metal!cations! and! hydroxyl! anions! exist! in! a! heterogenous! nonGequilibrated! state.! Once!
!!!
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heating! takes! place! under! elevated! pressure! a! slow!process! of! ordering! begins! to!occur.!Ionized!monomers!of!Si(OH)4,!begin!to!polymerize!in!a!reversible!reaction!of!water! exchange.!When! the! polymers! are! combined!with! Al(OH)4g! ! a! colloidal! and!aluminosilicate!gel!exists!in!equilibrium,!which!is!the!secondary!amorphous!phase.!Once! the! secondary! amorphous! gel! has! reached! equilibrium,! a! stable! nucleus!exists.26!
! !For!nucleation!to!commence,!the!energy!of!cohesion!must!be!larger!than!the!expended!energy!of! the!surface!that!divides! the!solid!and! liquid!phases,! therefore,!the!nucleus!must!be!equal! to! the!critical!nucleus!size.29!The!critical!nucleus!size! is!dependent! on! the! experimental! conditions! of! the! synthetic! procedure.! One!technique! to! reduce! the! nucleation! time! is! through! seeding.! Seeding! introduces! a!preGmade! crystal! into! the! reaction! gel.! Seeding! allows! for! the! induction! and!nucleation!periods! to!be!bypassed,! and! creates! a! synthetic!direction!which!allows!for!control!over!crystal!size.!Seeding!requires!a!large!surface!area!and!prevents!the!solution!from!reaching!high!levels!of!supersaturation!allowing!growth!to!take!place!on!the!crystal.30!!
Another!mechanism!to!speed!up!reaction!time!is!through!SDAs,!which!allow!nucleation!to!begin!earlier.!The!SDA!mediates!the!combination!of!tetrahedral!units!(TGunits)! from!an! incorrect!geometry! for!aggregation!by!guiding!the!TGunits! into!a!more! favorable! geometry.! After! a! period! of! time,! the! cation! can! either! become!trapped! within! the! TGunits,! or! can! migrate! to! a! neighbouring! site! to! repeat! the!process.26! Once! nucleation! has! occurred,! a! large! stable! nucleus! allows! the!propagation! of! zeolite! growth.! In! the! HTS,! the! rate! of! crystal! growth! is! slow! and!
!!!
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linear.! This! suggests! that! the! growth! mode! is! surface! adsorption,! in! which! the!structure!is!created!layer!by!layer.31!During!the!growth!of!a! layer,!a!growth!unit! is!adsorbed! on! the! surface! and! then! migrates! to! a! kink! site! until! the! layer! is!complete.32!A!kink!atom!only!has!three!nearest!neighbours!and!is!the!site!of!lowest!energy! for! crystal! growth.! Once! the! layer! is! complete,! either! a! dislocation! is!necessary!or!a!monolayer! island! is! formed!via!2D!nucleation.!Another!mechanism!for! zeolite! growth! is! through! aggregation.33! Aggregation! takes! place! when! two!particles! of! comparable! size! combine! together,! with! each! future! aggregation!involving! larger! particles.! However,! layerGbyGlayer! is! the! predominate! growth!mechanism!as!seen!through!experimental!findings.29!
! Even!with! current! studies! the! crystallization! process! of! zeolites! and! other!microporous!materials! is! still! not! completely! known.! The!major! drawback! of! the!HTS!method!is!that!it!is!difficult!to!study!in#situ!due!to!the!reactions!taking!place!at!high!temperature!and!high!pressure.!Another!drawback!is!the!reaction!times!tend!to!be!fast!and!this!prevents!the!isolation!of!intermediates.!When!all!the!precursors!are!in! a! gelatinous! state,! any! intermediates! could! be! washed! away! while! drying! the!sample.! Using! a! solid! precursor! opposed! to! a! saturated! gel! can! alleviate! some! of!these!problems.!1.2.5!DryGGel!Synthesis!of!Aluminosilicates!and!Silicoaluminophosphates!
! DryGgel!conversion!(DGC)!involves!a!dried!sample!that!is!suspended!above!a!liquid!phase!in!an!autoclave!and!thus!has!no!direct!contact!with!the!gel!(Figure!1.4).!DGC! can! be! described! as! either! vapor! phase! transport! (VPT),! or! steamGassisted!
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conversion!(SAC).!The!VPT!method!has!water!and!the!SDA!in!the!liquid!phase.!SAC!has!only!water!in!the!liquid!phase,!which!is!used!more!commonly!when!nonGvolatile!compounds!are!used!as!the!template.!The!DGC!technique!is!primarily!used!to!slow!down!the!reaction,!preventing!the!loss!of!soluble!reactants!to!the!liquid!phase!and!thus!increasing!the!yield.!The!DGC!method!has!also!been!successfully!used!to!obtain!zeolites,!which!are!not!obtainable!from!a!wet!gel.34!The!solidGstate!transformation!is!an! internal! bond! switching! from! an! amorphous! solid! to! a! crystalline! phase.35!Gittleman! et! al.! believe! that! upon! heating! ! a! silica! network,! encapsulating!hydrophobic!cations!will! rearrange! through!bond!breaking!and!reformation! into!a!more! stable! structure.35! Recent! studies! have! shown! that! the! change! in! size! and!morphology! of! the! final! crystals! compared! to! the! precursor! solid! indicates! that! a!type! of! recrystallization! process! takes! place.26! The! lack! of! a! distinct! amorphous!phase! causes! the! most! likely! transformation! to! be! through! shortGrange!rearrangement!at!the!molecular!level.!!
It! has! been! suggested! that! crystallization! will! occur! using! VPT! when!insufficient! water! is! used! to! hydrate! the! sample,! but! will! decrease! the! rate! of!crystallization.36!Changing!the!amount!of!water!in!the!liquid!phase!has!the!greatest!effect!on!crystallization!rate.!Other!synthetic!conditions!effect! the!rate!as!well,!but!not! to! the! same! degree.! Using! either! VPT! or! SAC! has! little! effect! on! the! rate! of!crystallization.!Studies!have!shown!that!using!two!different!SDAs,!one!in!the!gel!and!one!in!the!liquid!phase,!does!not!create!a!competing!phase.37!Depending!on!the!gel!composition! either! the! gel! SDA! or! the! liquid! phase! SDA! can! be! the! dominant!templating! agent.! However,! introducing! aluminum! to! the! precursor! does! tend! to!
!!!
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favor!the!SDA!in!the!dry!gel.37!It!is!thought!that!either!due!to!increased!rigidity!of!the!framework! or! enhanced! interactions! with! the! organoGcations! the! gel! SDAs! take!preference! over! the! SDA! in! the! water.! This! phenomenon! has! been! seen!experimentally!where!aluminum!containing!gels!produced!more!crystalline!product!than!their!pure!silica!counterpart.37!DGC!is!a!viable!alternative!route!in!the!study!of!crystallization!of!microporous!aluminosilicates!and!will!be!utilized! in!this!study!to!investigate!the!crystallization!process!of!DNLG6.!1.2.!MetalGOrganic!Frameworks!















being! synthesized.40,41! In! this! study,! three! different! MOFs! were! examined! due! to!their!different!and!unique!properties.!MILG53!was!chosen!for!its!flexible!framework,!MILG53NH2! as! it! has! a! polar! and! flexible! framework,! and! MILG68! as! it! has! two!different!pore!channels.39,!42,!43!1.2.1!MILG53(Al)!




modified!framework!(Figure!1.7).!The!reason!for!creating!a!modified!version!of!MILG53,!is!to!create!a!polar!framework,!as!primary!amines!have!roughly!a!dipole!moment!of!1.3D.46!MILG53GNH2!contains!the!same!breathing!effect!as!the!nonGmodified!MOF,!however! in! the!absence!of!any!sorbents,! it! is!energetically! favorable! for!MILG53!to!adopt! the! large! pore! form.! In! contrast,! MILG53GNH2(AM)! adopts! the! narrow! pore!form!due! to! hydrogenGbonding! involving! the! amine! and!AlO6!moieties.42! The! unit!cell! parameters! of!MILG53GNH2!differ! from!MILG53,! as! the! AM! adopts! a!monoclinc!crystal!system!and!the!LT!adopts!a!orthorhombic!crystal!system.!The!narrowGpore!and!large!pore!cell!dimensions!of!a,!b,!c!(MILG53GNH2)!also!differ!from!the!unit!cell!dimensions!of!a,!b,!c!(MILG53).42!!1.1.4.3!MILG68(In)!!
! MILG68(In)! (MILG68)! has! a! three! dimensional! network! that! has! a! KagomeGlike! lattice.! It! contains! indium! octahedra! as! metal! centers! that! are! connected! by!terephthalic!acid!and!bridging!hydroxyls! to! create! two!distinct!pores! (Figure!1.8).!MILG68!crystallizes!into!the!orthorhombic!space!group!Cmcm!with!cell!dimensions!of!a!=!21.77!Å,!b!=!37.67!Å,!c!=!7.23!Å!which!were!obtained!from!single!crystal!XGray!diffraction.43!The!large!and!small!pores!of!MILG68!have!a!window!size!of!16!Å!and!7!Å!respectively.!1.4!Conformational!Properties!
























Conformational!isomers!are!formed!through!internal!rotations!of!a!molecule!unlike!enantiomers,!which!are!mirror!images!of!one!another!and!nonGsuperimposable.!For!a!conformational!isomer!to!be!formed,!a!rotation!must!occur!about!a!bond!between!two!atoms,!where!each!atom!has!a!minimum!of!one!other!substituent.!There!are!two!different! conformations! that! can! take! place,! staggered! and! eclipsed.! When! the!conformation!takes!on!a!staggered!conformer!it!can!further!be!subdivided!into!trans!and!gauche!if!each!molecule!has!at!least!one!substituent.48!The!process!of!an!internal!rotation!about!a!bond!takes!less!energy!than!to!distort!a!bond!angle.!Assuming!that!all! rotational!angles!have! the!same!probability!of!occurring,!we!can!assume!a! free!rotation!exists!about!any!bond.!However,!as!the!rotation!is!hindered!by!sterics,!there!is!no!free!rotation,!as!there!is!more!than!one!minima!per!complete!rotation!around!a!bond.!If!the!chain!is!nonGhindered,!for!example!as!in!ethane,!then!3!distinct!minima!occur,! all! of! which! cannot! be! isolated! from! one! another.49! The! conformational!energy!diagram!of!pure!ethane!shows!these!different!energy!minima!and!maxima.!
! In! this! study! disubstituted! ethane! is! being! use! to! study! the! adsorption! of!halocarbons!in!MOFs.!While!the!disubstituted!ethane!still!has!three!distinct!energy!minima,!the!energy!minima!are!not!equal!in!energy!as!found!in!pure!ethane!(Figure!1.9).!This!is!due!to!staggered!conformation!being!able!to!take!on!both!the!trans!and!
gauche!conformers,!with!the!anti!being!lowest!in!energy!due!to!the!two!substituents!being! furthest! away! from! each! other! which! minimizes! steric! interactions.! These!conformers! exist! at! equilibrium! in! solution!and!usually! show!a!preference! for! the!
trans/ state! due! to! sterics.! However,! depending! on! the! substituents! attached! to!ethane!this!is!not!necessarily!the!case.49!
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! Ring! compounds! can! also! take! on! different! conformations,! as! seen! with!cylcohexane.!Cyclohexane!has! two!distinct!conformations,!which!are! the!chair!and!boat!conformers.!The!chair!conformer!is!the!lowest!energy!minima!that!cyclohexane!can!adopt.!The!chair!conformer!is!nonGplanar!and!is!free!of!both!angle!strain,!as!all!carbonGcarbon!bond!angles!are!109.5°,!and!torsional!strain.49!When!viewing!down!any! of! the! carbonGcarbon! bonds! of! cyclohexane,! the! CGH! bonds! are! perfectly!staggered.! As!well,! the! hydrogen! atoms! at! either! end! of! the! ring! are! staggered! to!prevent!any!possible! interactions!between!hydrogen!atoms!(steric! repulsion).!The!boat! conformer,! which! represents! the! lower! energy! maxima! of! cyclohexane’s!conformers,! is! also! free! of! any! angle! strain.! Unlike! the! chair! conformer,! the! boat!conformer! is! not! completely! free! of! torsional! strain.! In! the!boat! conformation! the!hydrogen! atoms! located! on!C1! and!C4! are! close! enough! to! one! another! to! induce!steric!van!der!Waals!repulsion.!The!boat!conformation! is!6.9!kcal/mole! less!stable!than! the! chair! conformation.48! The! boat! conformation! is! not! as! rigid! as! the! chair!conformation! and! is! therefore! able! to! twist! into! the! twist! boat! conformation! to!relieve!van!der!Waals!repulsion!and!alleviate!some!of!the!torsional!strain!found!in!the!pure!boat!conformation.!The!twist!boat!conformation!is!5.3!kcal/mole!less!stable!then!the!chair!conformation!(Figure!1.10).49!!























axial! position! point! up! and! down! from! the! chair! conformation.48! Determining!whether!a!substituent!will!be!located!in!the!equatorial!or!axial!position!is!dependent!on!!!its!!Gibbs!!free!energy!(A).!When!!the!!!value!!of!A!!is!!!positive!the!substituent!!is!located! in! the! equatorial! position.! Large! and!bulky! substituents!will! have! a! larger!value!of!A!and!a!greater! chance!of!being! found! in! the!equatorial!position.!While!a!substituent! is! in! the!equatorial!position,! it!will!minimize! the! interactions!between!the!substituent! located!on!C1!and! the!hydrogen!atoms! located!on!C3!and!C4.!This!thesis! studies! the! axial! and! equatorial! conformations! of! chlorocyclohexane! by!!!!!!!FTGRaman!spectroscopy.49!1.5!Aim!of!Thesis!
! Microporous! materials! such! as! SAPOs! have! a! wide! range! of! possible!industrial! applications.!While!multiple! hypotheses! have! been!made! regarding! the!crystallization! process! of! zeolites,! AlPO4s,! and! SAPOs! there! is! yet! to! be! universal!agreement!on!what!is!occuring!at!a!molecular!level.!By!comparing!the!different!HTS!and!DGC!synthetic!methods!of!synthesizing!DNLG6!it!is!hoped!that!further!insight!will!be!gained!into!the!crystallization!pathway!of!microporous!materials.!Hopefully,!this!knowledge! will! aid! in! further! research! and! discovery! of! new!materials.! Practical!applications!for!MOFs!include!catalysis,!separation,!and!adsorption!which!are!their!most! common! use.39! By! understanding! the! sorbateGsorbent! relationship,! it! is!possible! to! further! understand! the! adsorption! mechanism.! In! this! study,! a!conformational! analysis! of! halocarbons! in! different! MOFs! is! used! to! determine!which!guestGhost! interactions!are!taking!place.!Halocarbons!are!highly!toxic! to! the!environment! and! humans.! They! are! known! to! cause! cancer,! brain! damage,! birth!
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defects,! liver! failure,! and! an! assortment! of! other! diseases.50,51! ! Disposal! of!halocarbon!waste! is!problematic!as! incineration!can! lead!to!poisons!and!corrosive!acids! being! released.! LongGterm! storage! may! present! a! solution! to! the! current!problem.!
























































































































































! The!diffraction!of!XBrays!on!the!lattice!of!a!crystalline!material!causes!Bragg!reflections.! Bragg! reflections! are! the! radial! distribution! in! reciprocal! space! of! the!intensity! of! coherently! scattered! radiation! from! a! given! set! of! planes.4! Bragg!reflections!must!obey!Bragg's! law!(Figure!2.1.1)!which!states!that!reflections! from!discrete!parallel!planes!interfere!constructively!which!occurs!when!the!phase!shift!is!a!multiple!of!2π.5!Bragg's!law!can!be!expressed!as!the!formula!














where! λ! is! the! wavelength! of! the! incident! wavelength,! d! is! the! spacing! between!planes,!and!θ! is! the!angle!between!the!scattered!planes!and! incident!ray.!When!XBrays! bombard! a! sample,! constructive! interference! at! certain! angles! occurs! due! to!reflected!waves!from!a!different!layer!of!the!sample!crystal!lattice.6!The!constructive!interference!gives!rise!to!an!XBray!pattern!that!reveals!information!about!the!crystal!structure.6!The!peak!positions,! intensities,!and!shapes!in!a!PXRD!pattern!yield!rich!information!about!the!crystal!structure.!!
! !Peak! position! is! determined! by! the! unit! cell! parameters! of! the! crystal!structure.!As!a!result!of!knowing!the!different!peak!positions!of!a!diffraction!pattern!it!is!possible!to!determine!what!material!is!being!investigated!as!different!unit!cells!will! give! unique! spectra.! The! only! instrumental! parameter! that! is! used! in!determining!peak!position! is! the!wavelength!of! the!XBray!that! impacts! the!sample.!By!changing!the!source!of!the!XBray!it!is!possible!to!shift!the!reflections!to!either!a!higher!or!lower!angle.7!!




! Finally,! peak! shape! gives! information! about! the! crystallinity! of! the! sample.!The! peak! shape! is! defined! by! three! major! factors:! instrument! broadening,!wavelength! dispersion,! and! specimen! function.6! The! physical! properties! of! the!sample!such!as!grain!size,!strain,!stress!and!crystallinity!all!play!a!role!on!the!shape!of!the!peak.!For!example,!as!crystals!decrease!in!size!the!peak!width!will!increase.6!
! Due! to! difficulties! in! performing! quantitative! analysis! using! these! three!variables,! PXRD! is! used!mainly! for! sample! identification.9! Each! crystal! lattice!will!have!a!corresponding!PXRD!pattern!which!can!be!thought!of!as!a!fingerprint,!which!is! unique! to! the! sample! in! question.! Using! PXRD! it! is! possible! to! determine! longBrangeBorder! of! the! system.! The! reflections! of! a! PXRD!pattern! should! sharpen! and!narrow!as!the!sample!becomes! increasingly!crystalline.! In!this!study!PXRD!is!used!qualitatively! to! understand! the! crystallization! process,! at! what! pace! the!crystallization! process! occurs! and! finally! through! what! intermediates! the!crystallization!process!takes!place.!
2.1.2!SolidBState!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance!! Nuclear!magnetic! resonance!spectroscopy! (NMR)!has!been!one!of! the!most!commonly! employed! characterization! techniques! of! molecules! since! the! late!1960s.10!It!is!necessary!for!a!nucleus!to!possess!a!spin!to!be!NMR!active,!hence,!not!all!nuclei!may!be!detected!via!NMR!experiments.!The!spin!of!a!nucleus!is!denoted!in!quantum!terms!by! I.!The!nucleus!will! then!have!2l!+!1!degenerate!energy!states.11!
!!!
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Spin!is!the!intrinsic!component!of!angular!momentum,!and!does!not!depend!on!the!trajectory!of!the!nucleus.!The!spin!in!quantum!mechanics!takes!on!a!magnitude,!as!well!as!a!direction,!which!by!convention!is!the!zBaxis!(i.e,!spin!is!a!vector!quantity).!As! nuclei! with! spin! have! angular! momentum! p,! the! maximum! values! of! p! for! a!nucleus! is! l.! Any! spinning! nucleus! has! a!magnetic!moment! µ! which! is! orientated!along!the!zBaxis,!and!is!proportional!to!the!angular!momentum!ρ!and!gyromagnetic!ratio!γ.12!When!a!nucleus!is!brought!into!an!external!magnetic!field!Bo,!the!discrete!energy! states! will! split! in! energy,! which! is! the! Zeeman! interaction.! While! the!Zeeman! interaction! is! the! largest! in! magnitude! and! is! responsible! for! the! initial!splitting!of!energy!levels,!other!interactions,!which!are!perturbations!of!the!Zeeman!interaction,! have! a! profound! role! in!NMR! spectra.11! A! full! list! of! interactions,! and!their!magnitudes!for!solids!and!liquids!can!be!found!in!Table!2.1.!Table!2.1!NMR!interactions.!Spin!Interaction! Magnitude!in!Solids!(Hz)! Magnitude!in!Liquids!(Hz)!Zeeman! 107B109! 107B109!Quadrupolar! 103B107! 0!Dipolar! 103B105! 0!Chemical!Shielding! 102B105! 102B105!JBCoupling! 1B103! 1B103!!! There! is! a! significant! difference! between! the! magnitude! of! interactions! in!solution!state!NMR!and!liquid!state!NMR,!as!seen!in!Table!2.1.!Many!of!these!NMR!interactions!are!anisotropic,!or!dependent!on! the!orientation!of! the!molecule!with!respect!to!the!magnetic!field.!Therefore,!in!the!liquid!state,!rapid!molecular!tumbling!on!the!NMR!timescale!allows!interBspin!vectors!to!randomly!orient!themselves!in!all!directions.!This!phenomenon!causes! these!anisotropic! interactions! to!be!averaged!
!!!
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to! 0,! while! the! chemical! shielding! and! JBcoupling! are! solely! dependent! on! their!isotropic!values.11!!! In! solids! there! is! no! molecular! tumbling! and! each! molecule! has! a! set!orientation!with!respect!to!the!magnetic!field.!Each!orientation!of!the!molecule!with!respect! to! the! magnetic! field! corresponds! to! a! resonance! at! a! slightly! different!frequency.!The!overall!manifold!of!all!resonances!is!often!quite!broad!and!of!a!low!signalBtoBnoise!ratio!(S/N).!While!achieving!highBresolution!spectra!in!the!solid!state!is! difficult,! it! is! possible! by! employing! different! techniques.! For! example,! usually!increasing! the! strength! of! the! external! magnetic! field,! employing! magicBangle!spinning!(MAS),!and!using!specialized!pulse!sequences!have!the!ability!to! increase!signal!resolution.12!In!this!study!Al,!Si,!P,!and!C!nuclei!will!be!investigated!as!seen!in!Table!2.2.!






! By!mimicking!liquid!state!NMR!it!is!possible!to!increase!signal!resolution!in!SSNMR.!Certain!chemical!interactions,!such!as!the!dipoleBdipole!interaction,!have!an!anisotropic! property! that! is! proportional! to!(3 cos! ! − 1),! where!!!is! the! angle!between! the! external! magnetic! field! and! the! internuclear! vector.14! When! all!orientations! are! represented! the! average! of! the! orientation! dependence! of! the!nuclear!spin!interaction!is14!
! ! < 3 cos! ! − 1 >!= !! (3 cos! !! − 1)(3 cos! ! − 1)! ! (2.2)!




! Cross! polarization! (CP)! is! a! tool! used! in! SSNMR! to! enhance! resolution,!perform!spectral!editing!and!obtain! information!on!physically!proximate!spins.!CP!uses!dipolar!coupling!in!order!to!obtain!structural!information!of!a!solid!sample.!CP!works!by!polarizing!abundant!spins!and!transferring!the!polarization!to!dilute!spins.!Usually! the! abundant! spin! chosen! has! a! quick! relaxation! time,! high! gyromagnetic!ratio.!CP!allows!the!recycle!delay!to!be!dependent!on!the!short!relaxation!time!of!the!abundant! spin! as! opposed! to! the! dilute! spin.15! The! process! of! transferring!polarization!happens!during!the!contact!time!when!both!radio!frequency!pulses!are!applied!(Figure!2.3)!to!satisfy!the!HartmannBHahn!condition:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! = !!!!!! ! ! ! ! !!(2.3)&
Where!B1! is! the!strength!of! the!radio! frequency!pulse!and!!! !and!!!are!the! larmor!frequency!of!spin!system!H!and!X.!This!sets!the!radio!frequency!fields!of!the!dilute!spin! to! be! equal! to! that! of! the! abundant! spin! which! allows! for! the! transfer! of!polarization.15!While!the!signal!strength!can!be!enhanced!by!a!factor!of!!!/!! ,!there!is! still! a! dependence!on! internuclear!distance.! For! example,! nuclei! from! system!H!that!are!not!near!nuclei!from!system!X!might!not!appear!in!the!spectra,!while!nuclei!from! system! H! that! are! closer! to! nuclei! of! system! X! will! have! a! more! enhanced!signal.!When!conducting!a!MAS!experiment!the!spinning!rate!must!be!lower!than!the!dipolar!interaction!otherwise!the!magnetic!dipole!interaction!averages!to!0.11!!
! Using!SSNMR! it! is!possible! to!probe! the!shortBrange!order!about! individual!nuclei!within!the! framework.!For!example,! it! is!possible! to! tell! if!SiO4! is!Si(BOBAl)1,!
!!!
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Si(BOBAl)2,! Si(BOBAl)3,! or! Si(BOBAl)4! from! the! chemical! shift.15! This! is! a! critical!technique! to!understanding! the! route!of!how!amorphous!material!progresses! to!a!crystalline!molecular!sieve.!
2.2!Raman!Spectroscopy!
! Raman!spectroscopy! is! a! light! scattering! technique! to! study! the!vibrational!modes!of!a!molecule.! !For!a!vibrational!mode!of!a!molecule! to!be!Raman!active,! it!must! have! a! nonBzero! derivative! of! the! polarizability.! Raman! spectroscopy! uses!incident!light!in!the!visible!spectrum,!near!the!infrared!(IR)!spectrum!or!ultraBviolet!(UV)!spectrum,!to!excite!photons!to!a!virtual!energy!state,!which!is! lower!than!the!next! electronic! state.! Roughly! 99.9%! of! excited! photons! will! relax! back! to! their!ground!energy!state,!which!gives!Rayleigh!scattering.!The!other!0.1%!will! relax! to!either! a! higher! or! lower! energy! state,! which! gives! Stokes! and! antiBStokes! shifts,!respectively! (Figure! 2.4).12! As! the! frequency! of! a! Stokes! shift! is! increased,! the!intensity!increases!and!the!ratio!of! intensity!of!a!Stokes!shift!compared!to!an!antiBStokes!shift!intensifies!due!to!a!Boltzman!distribution16!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!! = !!!!!" !! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(2.4)!!

















! ! ! !!"# !!!"# !!!"# ! = !!! !!" !!"!!" !!! !!"!!" !!" !!! !!!!!! &&&& & & (2.5)!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"# = ! ∙ !! ! ! ! ! (2.6)!
! Where!µind!is!the!dipole!moment,!and!E!is!the!field!strength!of!the!radiation.!If!any!of! the!previous! tensor! values! change!during! a! vibration,! then! the! vibration! is!Raman! active.16! The! larger! the! atom,! the! farther! the! outer! electrons! are! from! the!core,!increasing!the!polarizablity!of!a!compound.17!The!largest!limitation!in!Raman!spectroscopy! is! the! possibility! of! exciting! a! photon! to! the! next! electronic! state!causing! fluorescence! which! can! be! minimized! by! employing! Fourier! transform!Raman!(FTBRaman)!using!a!laser!with!a!wavelength!in!the!IR!or!UV!region.18!
! FTBRaman! in! this! study! uses! a! 1064! nm! Nd3+BYAG! laser,! which! has!wavelength!that!is! located!in!the!IR!region.!Using!a!laser!in!the!nearBIR!region!it! is!possible! to! minimize! photodecomposition,! fluorescence,! and! provide! greater!frequency! precision! as! opposed! to! lasers! that! use! a! 514! nm! wavelength.! One!disadvantage! to! FTBRaman! is! that! water! absorbs! wavelengths! in! the! 1000! nm!region,! and! this!will! create! difficulties! in! obtaining! spectra! for! aqueous! solutions.!Another! disadvantage! is! that! more! expensive! detectors! and! expensive!instrumentation!must!be!used!due!to!the!light!scatter!reaching!wavelengths!as!high!as!1700!nm.12!In!this!study!FTBRaman!is!employed!to!increase!spectral!resolution!of!rigid!solids!which!have!strong!fluorescence!properties.!
!!!
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43!Chapter!3!!INVESTIGATION!INTO!THE!CRYSTALIZATION!OF!DNL;6!BY!!!!HYDROTHERMAL!SYNTHESIS!AND!DRY;GEL!CONVERSION!METHODS!3.1!Introduction!Man;made!microporous!materials!have!been!extensively!studied!since!their!discovery! in! 1862.1! The! main! focuses! of! these! studies! have! included! adsorption,!catalysis,! and! crystallization! routes.2;5! In! order! to! study! the! crystallization! of!microporous!materials! using!HTS,! it! is! necessary! to! obtain! the! intermediates! that!exist! between! the! initial! amorphous! gel! and! the! final! molecular! sieve.6! These!intermediates! are! necessary! to! understand! the! crystallization! pathway! the! sieve!undergoes.! However,! due! to! the! high! pressure! and! high! temperature! reaction!conditions,!in#situ!characterization!cannot!be!carried!out!easily.7!
In!order!to!slow!down!reaction!speeds!of!HTS!and!obtain!intermediates,!DGC!can!be!employed.7;9!DGC!slows!down!the!reaction!by!preventing!gel!dissolution!and!associated!high!concentration!gradients!and!mass!transport!limitations.!While!DGC!can! slow! down! the! speed! of! the! reaction,! it! is! also! possible! that! the! same! initial!composition! will! lead! to! different! morphologies! depending! on! the! synthetic!method.10! Therefore,! it! is! first! necessary! to! establish! that! both! synthetic!methods!lead!to!formation!of!the!desired!microporous!material.!
!!!
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! The!hydrothermal!synthesis!of!DNL;6!was!performed!according!to!literature!procedures.11! 4.02g! (0.0197! mol)! of! aluminium! isoproxide! (Sigma! Aldrich)! was!dissolved!in!18!mL!of!water!and!was!mixed!with!1.78!g!(0.0184!mol)!of!phosphoric!acid! (Caledon! Labratory! Chemicals)! and! left! to! stir! for! 15! minutes.! After! being!stirred,! 0.24! g! (0.004!mol)! of! fumed! silica,! particle! size! 5! nm! to! 50! nm,! (Caledon!Labratory!Chemicals)!was!slowly!added!and!left!to!stir!for!30!minutes.!After!stirring,!2.44g! (0.0019! mol)! of! a! 25%! w/w! solution! of! the! surfactant,!cetyltrimethylammonium!chloride!(CTACl),!(Sigma!Aldrich)!was!added,!followed!by!1.44!g!(0.0197!mol)!of! the!SDA,!diethylamine!(DEA)!(Alfa!Aesar),!and!stirred!for!2!hours.!The!final!product!was!then!placed!inside!a!telfon!container!and!put!inside!a!stainless!steel!autoclave.!The!autoclave!was!heated! inside!an!oven!at!200°C!for!24!hours!to!yield!the!final!crystalline!product.!The!SAPO!was!then!washed!repeatedly!with! water! and! methanol! followed! by! calcination,! in! a! furnace! at! 600°C! for! four!hours.!!





! As!none!of!the!microporous!materials!in!this!study!crystallize!into!a!uniform!single!crystal,!PXRD!was!used!as!a!fingerprinting!method!to!determine!if!the!desired!structure! was! synthesized.! The! PXRD! patterns! were! acquired! by! a! Rigaku!diffractometer!using!Co!Kα!radiation!(λ!=!1.7902! !Å).!All!the!samples!were!scanned!between!5°!;!45°!at!a!scan!rate!of!10°/min,!with!a!0.02°!increment!rate.!
3.2.3!Characterization!by!Solid!State!Nuclear!Magnetic!Resonance!!







! PXRD!was!predominantly!used!as!a!finger!printing!method!for!microporous!materials,!but!information!was!also!gained!by!analyzing!the!intermediate!crystalline!structures! during! the! crystallization! process.! When! looking! at! the! crystallization!stages!of!DNL;6!(Figure!3.1)!under!hydrothermal!conditions!and!DGC!(Figure!3.2)!notable! differences! exist.! The!PXRD!of! the!HTS! sample,! at! one! hour! has! no! peaks!present!indicating!that!the!gel!is!completely!amorphous.!The!earliest!peaks!seen!are!at! roughly! 3! hours! (h)! after! the! reaction! initiation.! However,! these! peaks! are!extremely!weak!and!hard!to!resolve.!At!9.5!h!more!defined!peaks!start!to!appear!at!2θ!values!of!!~6°,!~9°,!and!25°!indicating!that!some!long;range!order!is!present!in!the!structure.!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!peak!at!6°!is!not!part!of!the!final!powder!pattern.!This!peak!can!be!attributed! to!early! layered!phases! that!occur!during! the!nucleation! phase! and! slowly! disappear! as! the! crystals! continue! to! grow! until! the!layered!intermediate!no!longer!exists!at!24!h!(Appendix!A,!Figure!A.1).16!A!full!table!of!DNL;6!reflections!of!the!synthesized!sample!compared!to!the!predicted!peak!!
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!! !!!!!!!! !!Figure!3.1!Powder!X;ray!diffraction!patterns!of!intermediates!of!DNL;6!synthesized!by!the!HTS!method!(Excluding!final!product!due!to!intensity!of!reflections).!!!!!!!!!!! !Figure!3.2!Powder!X;ray!diffraction!patterns!of!intermediates!of!DNL;6!synthesized!by!the!DGC!method.!!
!!!
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positions!can!be!seen!in!Table!3.1.!When!viewing!the!!PXRD!pattern!!of!the!dry!!gel!!Table!3.1!DNL;6!experimental!reflections!indexed!to!predicted!DNL;6!reflections!!Predicted!DNL;6!Reflections(2θ)! Experimental!DNL;6!Reflections!(2θ)!9.7! 9.8!13.7! 13.6!16.8! 16.8!19.5! 19.5!21.8! 21.7!23.9! 23.8!25.9! 25.8!27.7! 27.5!29.4! 29.2!31.1! 30.9!!crystallization! (Figure!3.2),! it! can! ! be! ! seen! that! the! initial! gel! before! the! reaction!begins! is! completely! amorphous.! This! information! indicates! that! even! after!prolonged! stirring,! no! long;range! order! exists! without! exposure! to! high!temperatures! and!pressures.!At! 8! h,! a! reflection! is! first! seen!near! 6°,! as!well! as! a!broad!reflection!near!25°.!Both!these!reflections!continue!to!grow!in!intensity!as!the!synthesis!continues.!These!early!peaks!correlate!to!those!seen!in!the!hydrothermal!method.!This! indicates! that! the! first!stages!of! induction!and!nucleation!are!similar!between!the!two!synthetic!pathways!under!investigation.!The!first!set!of!peaks!that!can!be!correlated!to!DNL;6!start! to!appear!after! four!days!(d).!During!the!HTS!the!
!!!
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early!peaks! that!show!crystal!growth!happen! in!a! time! frame!of!hours!opposed!to!days,!making! this!synthetic!route!roughly! ten! times!slower! than!the!hydrothermal!method.! The! crystallinity! continues! to! increase! from! 4! d! to! 10! d,! until! the! final!crystalline! product! from! the! DGC! method! exists.! The! early! precursor! peak! at! 6°!remains!after!10!d!indicating!that!not!all!of!the!intermediate!was!converted!to!DNL;6!as!seen!with! the!HTS.!As!well,! the! final!product!of! the!DGC!seems! to!have!more!amorphous!material! from!the! initial!gel!and!semi;crystalline!material! than!seen! in!the! HTS.! In! order! to! remove! the! impurity! and! the! amorphous!material,! the! final!product! was! subjected! to! calcination! at! 600! °C.! As! any! impurities! or! precursor!materials!should!have!lower!thermal!stability!than!the!SAPO,!they!should!be!able!to!be!removed!at!high!temperatures.!Rerunning!PXRD!confirmed!the!disappearance!of!the!low!angle!reflection!indicating!that!solely!DNL;6!remained.!!! The! early! reflection! at! 6°! is! still! present! in! the! final! product.!However,! the!peak! decreases! relative! to! the! DNL;6! reflections! as! the! duration! of! the! synthesis!increases.! This! indicates! that! the! molecular! sieve! is! formed! through! a! precursor!intermediate! during! the! synthesis! that! eventually! becomes! DNL;6.! This! early!intermediate! phase! has! been! seen! previously! in! the! crystallization! of! different!AlPO4s!and!SAPOs.16;18!As! the! low!angle!peak! is!below!9°,! the!basal! spacing!of! the!semi;crystalline!layered!material!are!most!likely!larger!than!the!LTA!cages!and!may!be! mesoporous! in! nature.! The! low! angle! peak! in! the! formation! of! AlPO4;5!disappears!after!washing!indicating!it!is!held!together!by!weak!van!der!Waals!forces!and! hydrogen! bonding.17! In! the! case! of! DNL;6! the! reflections! remain! even! after!
!!!
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washing.!This!indicates!that!T;O;T!formation!has!begun!during!the!formation!of!the!semi;crystalline!intermediate.!!! In!previous!work! involving! the!synthesis!of!zeolite!RHO,!which!contains!no!phosphorous,! the! PXRD! patterns! lack! the! low! angle! reflection! seen! in! DNL;6.19!AlPO4s!and!SAPOs!can!easily!form!semi;crystalline!layered!intermediates!due!to!the!presence!of!phosphorous!in!the!framework.!Su!et!al.!did!not!report!a!low!angle!peak!in! their! hydrothermal! study! of! DNL;6.11! As! the! low! angle! reflection! in! the!HTS! is!very!weak,!it!is!possible!that!in!the!study!by!Su!et!al.!the!signal!to!noise!ratio!(S/N)!of!the! PXRD! was! not! high! enough! to! differentiate! between! noise! and! the! weak!reflection.!!However,!the!31P!SSNMR!spectra!of!Su!et!Al.!does!contain!resonances!at!roughly! ;20!ppm,!which!correlates! to! the! semi;crystalline! intermediate!which!will!be!further!discussed.!Using! Scherrer’s! equation! it! is! possible! to! estimate! the! crystal! size! of! the!crystallites!obtained!by!both!HTS!and!DGC.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! = !"!"#$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3.1!where!!!is!the!crystallite!size,!K!is!the!shape!factor!that!can!be!estimated!to!be!0.92,!!!is!the!FWHH!and!!!is!the!Bragg!angle.!Using!equation!3.1!the!crystallize!of!the!HTS!crystallites!is!69.39!Å!,!while!that!of!the!DGC!is!69.31!Å.!!As!the!crystallite!is!the!same!from!both!methods!it!can!be!assumed!they!crystallize!through!the!same!pathway.!! In!the!case!of!DNL;6,!as!seen!from!the!PXRD,!both!the!HTS!and!DGC!synthesis!follow! the! same! pathway! in! the! formation! of! the! microporous! material.! As! both!syntheses!follow!the!same!crystallization!pathway!SSNMR!experiments!were!run!on!
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both! the! HTS! and! DGC! intermediates! to! study! the! short;range! order! of! the!crystallization!process.!3.3.2!Solid;State!NMR!
! DNL;6!contains!SiO4,!PO4,!and!AlO4!tetrahedra!as!the!primary!building!blocks.!Each!atom!has! its!own!distinct! chemical! shift!depending!on! its! local! environment.!For!example,!Si!may!have!a!different!chemical!shift!depending!on!the!number!of!Al!atoms!in!its!coordination!sphere.!The!Al!atoms!change!the!chemical!shift!due!to!the!nuclear!shielding!effect!of!each!additional!atom.!With!this!knowledge,!it!is!possible!!to!deduce!the!silicon!incorporation!mechanism.!It!is!also!possible!to!determine!how!the!phosphorous!and!aluminum!start!to!bond!before!silicon!substitution!takes!place.!Using!13C!SSNMR!it!is!also!possible!to!investigate!the!role!of!the!structure!directing!agent!and!the!surfactant!in!the!crystallization!of!DNL;6.!
3.3.2.1!31P!Magic!Angle!Spinning!Solid;State!NMR!!
! !The! 31P!SSNMR!spectra!of! the!HTS!product! and! intermediates! (Figure!3.3)!show!that!the!initial!gel!composition!exhibits!a!broad!resonance!located!between!5!ppm!and!;45!ppm!with!a!span!of!~50!ppm,!which!is!indicative!of!an!amorphous!local!environment.! This! broad! resonance! is! in! contrast! to! the! two! relatively! sharper!resonances!observed!at!0!ppm!and!the!other!at!roughly!;19!ppm.!This!means!that!in!the!initial!composition!there!are!at!least!two!distinct!ordered!local!P!environments!with!most! of! the! long;range;ordered! structure! remaining! disordered.! After! 3! h! of!heating,! the! resonance! at! 0! ppm! disappears! while! the! resonance! at! ;19! ppm!strengthens.!While! there! is! a! defined! peak! at! 3! h! in! the! 31P! spectrum,! the! PXRD!
!!!
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pattern!indicates!that!the!sample!is!still!lacking!long;range!order.!The!emergence!of!a! defined! resonance! at! 3! h! implies! that! some! P! nuclei! have! a! defined! local!environment! indicating! that! the! crystallinity! of! the! sample! has! increased! even!though!the!HTS!PXRD!pattern!shows!no!reflections!at!3!h.!!
!! After!8!h,! the!emergence!of!a! resonance!at! ;29!ppm!occurs.!This!resonance!correlates! to! P(;O;Al)4! of! the! fully! crystalline! product,! and! coincides! with! the!emergence!of!DNL;6!reflections!in!the!PXRD!pattern.16!!As!the!resonance!at!;29!ppm!continues! to! grow,! the! broad! resonance! between! 5! ppm! and! ;45! ppm! and! the!resonance!at!;19!ppm!of!the!layered!intermediate!decrease!until!13!h.!At!13!h,!the!resonance!at! ;19!ppm!in! the!31P!SSNMR!spectra!and! the!6!o! reflection! in! the!PXRD!pattern! has! completely! disappeared! .! This! supports! the! concept! that! the! local! P!environment! causing! the! ;19! ppm! resonance! is! indeed! the! intermediate! that! the!DNL;6!crystallizes!from.!At!24!h!the!reaction!continues!to!completion!and!the!broad!resonance! decreases! in! intensity.! The! ;29! ppm! resonance! increases! in! strength!indicating! that! almost! all! of! the! phosphorous! in! the! initial! gel! is! now! part! of! the!framework.!!
! When!examining!the!31P!!MAS!SSNMR!spectra!of!the!DGC!method!(Figure!3.4)!there! is! a! considerable! difference! between! that! of! the!HTS! and! the! DGC.! The! 1! h!spectrum! for! the!DGC! contains! the! same!broad!amorphous! resonance! as! the!HTS,!however!the!resonances!that!exist!at!0!ppm!and!;19!ppm!differ.!The!dry;gel!has!a!slightly!more!defined!resonance!at!0!ppm!but!almost!no!resonance!at!;19!ppm.!The!lack! of! resonance! at! ;19! ppm! indicates! that! water! may! play! a! significant! role! in!
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forming!the! layered! intermediate.!After!4!h,!resonances!are!visible!at!both!;1!ppm!and!;20!ppm,!indicating!that!the!intermediate!compound!has!started!to!form!a!local!environment!around!the!P!nuclei.!The!resonance!at!;19!ppm!continues!to!increase!in!signal!strength!over!a!four;day!period.!Starting!at!4!d!a!small!resonance!is!visible!at!;30!ppm!indicating!the!start!of!visible!P(;O;Al)4.!The!P(;O;Al)4!!resonance!once!again!increases! in! intensity! from!4!d! to!10!d!while! the!resonance!at! ;19!ppm!decreases.!However,! for!the!DGC!method!after!10!d!there! is!still!amorphous!material!and!the!intermediate!remains!present.!This!can!further!be!seen!in!the!PXRD!as!the!reflection!at!6°!is!still!present!after!10!d!indicating!the!sample!contains!impurities.!!






















was! not! seen! in! the! crystallization! of! zeolite! RHO.! Even! though! the!DGC! is! not! in!solution!it!is!likely!that!phosphorous!coordinates!to!hydroxyl!atoms!trapped!in!the!dry;gel.!
3.3.2.2!27Al!Magic!Angle!Spinning!Solid;State!NMR!




















In!the!DGC!spectra,!the!same!resonances!are!seen!at!the!start!of!the!reaction.!The! early! resonances! which! exist! at! ;5! ppm! and! 45! ppm! are! again! indicative! of!!!!!Al(;O;P)4(OH2)2!and!Al(;O;P)4,!respectively.!In!this!case!H2O!has!coordinated!to!the!aluminum! while! aging! the! gel! during! stirring.! As! the! reaction! continues,! the!resonance!at!45!ppm!grows!in!intensity!indicating!that!more!aluminum!is!becoming!tetrahedrally;coordinated!within!the!framework.!After!4!d,!the!PXRD!pattern!for!the!DGC! shows! DNL;6! reflections,! however! no! resonance! that! belongs! to! penta;coordinated!water! exists.! The! lack!of! the!penta;coordinated! 27Al! resonance! is! due!the!reaction!not!taking!place!in!the!liquid!phase.!
3.3.2.3!13C!Magic!Angle!Spinning!Solid;State!NMR!
As!carbon!is!not!part!of!the!SAPO!framework,!any!carbon!signal!must!be!due!to! either! the! SDA! or! surfactant,! hence! only! CP! experiments!were! run.! CTACl! and!DEA! have! distinctively! different! 13C! NMR! chemical! shifts,! therefore! are!distinguishable.!!




















SDA!resonances!for!the!1!h!spectrum!and!a!significantly!smaller!amount!is!seen!for!the! intermediate! at! 4! d.! While! it! is! possible! that! more! DEA! is! migrating! from!complete!pore!to!incomplete!pore,!it!is!not!supported!by!the!weak!PXRD!reflections.!After!10!d,!instead!of!seeing!a!large!increase!in!intensity!of!the!DEA!resonances,!they!remain!relatively!weak!compared!to!that!of!the!surfactant.! !The!13C!assignments!of!the! 13C! spectra! for!DGC! and!HTS! can! be! seen! in! Table! 3.2.! ChemBioDraw!13!was!used! to! predict! the! chemical! shifts! of! cetylmethylammonium! chloride! (CMACl)!(Figure!A.2).!
Table!3.2!Chemical!shifts!of!13C!resonances!of!DNL;6!by!HTS!and!DGC.!13C!peaks!of!HTS!method!(24!h)!(ppm)! 13C!peaks!of!DGC!method!(10!d)!(ppm)! Assignment!(ppm)!CTACl26!DEA30!11! 11! DEA!N/A! 14! CTACl!23! 23! CTACl!26! 27! CTACl!29! 30! CTACl!32! 32! CTACl!36! N/A! CMACl!43! 42! DEA!54! 54! CTACl!58! N/A! CMACl!67! 66! CTACl!!
!!!
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The! layered! intermediate!most! likely! requires!DEA!molecules! to!be! located!between! the!basal!planes! in!order! to! connect!and! form!LTA!cages.! It! is! likely! that!DEA!molecules!are!found!within!the!LTA!cages!as!the!13C!resonances!correlate!to!the!PXRD!reflections!of!DNL;6.!The!small!amount!of!DEA!present!in!the!10!d!13C!spectra!may!be! the!cause!of! the! layered! intermediate!remaining!after! the!reaction!goes! to!completion.!It!is!possible!that!when!aging!or!drying!the!dry;gel!that!DEA!molecules!evaporate!due!to!the!high!volatility!of!the!organic!compound.!Another!possibility!is!that!due!to!the!lack!of!a!liquid!phase!DEA!molecules!cannot!migrate!out!of!finished!LTA!cages!in!order!to!act!as!a!SDA!for!new!ones.!
! As! seen! from! both! the! DGC! method! and! the! HTS! method,! the! surfactant!clearly! remains!1!h! into! the! synthetic!process,! long!before!any!early!DNL;6!peaks!are! visible! in! the! PXRD! patterns.! This! indicates! that! CTACl! is! located! within! the!amorphous!material,!and!is!not!soluble!in!water.!Most!likely!the!surfactant!is!being!used!!as!a!!SDA!!for!!the!!layered!!!intermediate.!In!!the!!early!process!!of!!forming!!the!!
ordered!equilibrated!gel!the!surfactant!may!be!inside!the!ordered!material.!
Usually! employing! surfactants! such! as! CTACl! above! the! critical! micelle!concentration! allows! aggregation! of! the! surfactant! molecules! into! ordered! self;assemblies.26;28!While! surfactants!have!been!used! in! the! synthesis!of!microporous!materials,! once! the! surfactants! aggregate! they! are! used! in! the! synthesis! of!mesoporous!materials!such!as!MCM;41!and!M41s.26,27!!!
! Recently,!Huang!et!al.!described!how!the!use!of! surfactants! in!microporous!materials!is!highly!temperature!dependent.28!By!using!high!enough!temperatures!to!
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break! up! the! surfactant! aggregates! (160! °C),! it! is! possible! to! obtain!microporous!materials! from! a! gel! that! would! create! a! mesoporous! material! at! lower!temperatures.28!In!the!case!of!DNL;6,!a!low!concentration!of!surfactant!is!employed!at! either!200! °C! for! the!HTS!or!160! °C! for! the!DGC.!These! reaction!conditions!are!sufficient! enough! to! break! the! surfactant;surfactant! interactions.! It! has! been!previously! reported! that!CTACl! can!be! found!within! the!pores!of! the!microporous!material!ZSM;5.29!Therefore!it!is!possible!that!CTACl!is!located!in!two!positions.!The!first!position!that!CTACl!may!be!located!is!within!multiple!LTA!cages!with!the!head!in!one!and!the!tail!extending!along!either!the!a,!b!or!c!axis.!The!other!possibility!is!that!CTACl!is!located!in!the!center!cage!where!once!again!the!head!is!located!in!one!unit;cell!and!the!tail!extends!to!other!unit;cells!along!the!a,!b!or!c!axis.!CTACl!most!likely! exists! in! the! center! cage! due! to! its! presence! in! the! early! stages! of!crystallization!before!LTA!cages!are!formed,!and!that!DEA!is!most!likely!within!the!LTA!cages.!
In! the! 13C!spectra!of! the!HTS!method!peaks! that!do!not!belong! to!CTACl!or!DEA!exist.!It!has!been!previously!reported!that!at!high!temperatures!and!pH!greater!than! 11,! CTACl! will! decompose! into! centene,! cetyldimethylamine,! and!trimethylamine!via!Hoffman!degradation.26!These!decomposition!products!can!then!act!as! the! templating!agents!as!seen! in! the!synthesis!of!ZSM;35.28!However,! in! the!case! of! DNL;6,! the! pH! of! the! gel! prior! to! the! reaction! is! 8,! indicating! that! CTACl!should! not! be! decomposing! and! the! single!molecules! of! the! surfactant! should! be!acting!as!individual!SDAs.!Furthermore,!it!has!previously!been!reported!that!the!pH!increases! as! aluminosilicate! species! condense! as! the! reaction! of! SAPOs!proceed.28!
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The!peaks!at!67!ppm!and!58!ppm!would!be!assigned!to!cetyltrimethylamine!while!the!peaks!at!54!ppm!and!36!ppm!would!be!assigned! to! cetylmethylamine! (Figure!A.4).!Therefore!in!the!case!of!DNL;6!HTS,!the!surfactant!is!decomposing,!but!retains!a!bulky!hydrophobic!tail!and!a!hydrophilic!head.!These!resonances!are!not!present!in!the!DGC!method,!most!likely!due!to!the!lack!of!a!solution!phase.!It!is!possible!that!the! lack!of!decomposition!of!CTACl! further! slows!down! the! reaction!and!prevents!DNL;6!from!forming.!
Initially! it! was! reported! that! without! CTACl! in! solution! the! final! product!would!be!a!mixture!of!CHA!and!RHO!topologies,!a!majority!which!was!CHA.11!The!lack!of!the!large!surfactant!acting!as!a!templating!agent!for!the!layered!intermediate,!leads!to!the!formation!of!smaller!CHA!cages.!More!recently,!it!has!been!reported!that!DNL;6! can!be! synthesized!without!using!a! surfactant! and!by! increasing! the!molar!ratio!of!DEA!in!the!initial!gel.13!By!increasing!the!amount!of!DEA!in!the!initial!gel!it!is!possible! that! 2;3! DEA!molecules!may! be! able! to!mimic! the! role! of! the! surfactant!(CTACl)!as!a!templating!agent.!





! 29Si!SSNMR!spectra!of!the!HTS,!acquired!using!one;pulse!experiments!(Figure!3.9),! show! no! silicon! at! the! start! of! the! reaction.! Since! the! silicon! enters! the!framework! through! a! substitution! method,! no! resonance! is! anticipated! since!aluminum!and!phosphorous!have!not!begun!to!form!the!RHO!topology.!After!11!h,!a!distinct! resonance! emerges! at! ;90.5! ppm,! which! corresponds! to! Si(;O;Al)4.22! This!peak! indicates! that! the! intermediates! were! formed! solely! through! a! SM2!mechanism,!and!Si!is!incorporated!into!the!framework!by!replacing!a!P!atom.!At!24!h! after! the! reaction! has! gone! to! completion,! no! other! resonances! have! emerged,!indicating!that!Si!does!indeed!only!incorporate!through!SM2!and!no!silicon!islands!are! formed! within! the! DNL;6! framework.! In! the! case! of! the! 29Si! CP! MAS! spectra!(Figure! 3.10)! the! same! resonance! is! present! at! 24! h,! except! no! resonance! can! be!seen!for!the!intermediate!at!11!h.!These!CP!experiments!rely!on!hydrogen!being!in!close!proximity!to!Si.!If!there!are!no!resonances,!there!must!not!be!any!acidic!sites!where!a!hydrogen!atom!has!protonated!the!Si;O;Al! linkage.!This! indicates!that!the!addition!of!the!proton!is!not!immediate!and!a!negatively!charged!framework!exists!in!the!crystallization!process.!The!intensity!of!the!resonance!centered!at!;90.5!ppm!at! 11! h! correlates! to! the! emergence! of! the! resonance! in! the! 31P! spectra! that!corresponds!to!P(O;Al)4!in!the!framework.!!
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! 29Si! MAS! SSNMR! spectra! of! the! DGC! product! acquired! using! one;pulse!experiments! (Figure! 3.12)! show! a! resonance! at! ;90.3! ppm! after! 10! d.! The! 4! d!intermediate! shows! no! resonance! indicating! that! the! substitution! of! Si! into! the!framework!takes! longer!for!the!DGC!method.!Unlike!the!HTS!method,!even!though!the!PXRD!pattern!and!31P!SSNMR!spectra!show!that!DNL;6!has!started!to!form,!there!is!no!silicon!entering!the!framework.!As!there!is!still!only!one!resonance!for!the!final!product,! Si!must! incorporate! into! the! framework! in! the! same! SM2! fashion! as! the!HTS,!albeit!at!a!slower!rate.!The!Si! incorporates! into!the! framework!slowly!due!to!the!fact!that! it!does!not! incorporate!into!the!intermediate!phase!seen!between!3!h!and! 9.5! h.! The! Si! only! starts! to! replace! P! atoms! in! the! framework! once! the!framework!of!DNL;6!is!formed.!As!the!DNL;6!framework!takes!longer!to!form!in!the!DGC!method,! results! in! the! Si! substitution! into! the! framework! taking! longer.! The!spectra! from!the!CP!experiment!(Figure!3.13)!display!a!resonance!only!after!10!d.!The! resonance!at!10!d! indicates! that!no!acidic! sites!have! formed!during! the! early!stages!of!silicon!incorporation.!
3.4!Summary!
! The!results!of! this! study!differ! from!previously!published!results! regarding!the!HTS!method.!The!previously!published!results!indicate!no!presence!of!surfactant!in! 13C! SSNMR! experiments.11! However,! they! do! report! that! CTACl! is! necessary! in!order!to!form!DNL;6!with!a!molar!ratio!of!.1:1!to!DEA.!As!the!surfactant!seems!to!be!necessary!to!form!DNL;6,!!it!can!only!be!assumed!that!the!surfactant!plays!a!role!in!the!formation!of!the!SAPO!framework.11!As!the!temperature!of!the!HTS!far!exceeds!
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71!Chapter!4!Conformational!Analysis!of!Halocarbons!Adsorbed!in!!Metal!Organic!Frameworks!4.1!Introduction!! The!conformations!of!halocarbons!have!been!the!target!of!investigation!since!the! 1930s.1! Multiple! techniques! such! as! NMR,! vibrational! spectroscopy,!photoelectric! spectroscopy,! and! theoretical! calculations! have! been! used! to!determine! the! conformations! of! different! halocarbons.2L5! For! substituted! alkanes!such!as!1,2Ldichloroethane!(DCE)! (Figure!4.1),!and!1LbromoL2Lchloroethane!(BCE)!(Figure! 4.2)! the!molecules! exist! in! both! the! trans&and! gauche! conformations.! For!substituted! cyclic! compounds! such!a!1Lchlorocyclohexane! (CCH)! (Figure!4.3),! ! the!substituent!can!exist!in!either!the!equatorial!or!axial!position.!
! Vibrational! spectroscopy! has! been! used! to! study! the! conformation! of!halocarbons! as! the! CLCl! stretch! for! both! the! trans! and!gauche! conformers! can! be!easily! resolved.!To! investigate! that! internal! rotation!was!occurring! for! substituted!alkanes,! vibrational! spectroscopy!was! employed! at! various! temperatures.1! It! was!determined!that!for!DCE!in!the!liquid!and!gas!phase!a!mixture!of!both!the!trans!and!
gauche! conformer! exist,!whereas! in! the! crystalline! solid! only! the! trans! conformer!exists.!The!conformeric!mixture!of!DCE!in!the!liquid!and!gas!phases!does!not!exist!as!a!50/50!mixture!as!the!energy!difference!between!the!trans!and!gauche!conformers!is! 5.02! kJ/mol.! In! the! gas! phase! the! trans! population! of! DCE! is! favored! and! its!population!is!77%,!whereas!in!the!liquid!phase!the!trans!population!of!DCE!is!35%.6!
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The!phenomenon!that!stabilizes!the!gauche!conformer!in!the!liquid!phase!are!polar!interactions!that!exist!between!DCE!and!the!solvent.!DCE!has!a!net!dipole!moment!of!3.12! D! in! the! gauche! conformation,! and! a! net! dipole! of! 0! D! in! the! trans!conformation.7! It!has!previously!been!proved!that!the!gauche!conformer!is! further!stabilized!in!polar!solvents!by!solventLsolute!effects.8!!
In! nonLpolar! solvents! such! as! CCl4,! it! has! been! proven! by! theoretical!calculations!that!there!is!still!a!preference!for!the!gauche!conformer.!In!the!case!of!nonLpolar! solvents,! there! is! no! solventLsolute! effect! taking! place! to! stabilize! the!dipole! found! in! the! gauche! conformation.! However,! the! solvent! can! be! seen! as! a!dielectric!medium! that! can!have! an! induced!dipole.!This!net!dipole! allows!DCE! to!favor! the!gauche! conformer! to!a! larger!extent! than!seen! in! the!gas!phase.9!Raman!spectroscopic! studies! have! calculated! the! volume! difference! between! the! two!conformers,! showing! that! the! gauche! conformer's! volume! is! 2.7! cm3/mol! smaller!than!that!of!the!trans!conformer.3!BCE!exhibits!similar!characteristics!as!DCE!when!considering!conformation!populations!in!the!solid,!liquid,!and!gas!phase.!!
In!the!case!of!BCE,!the!trans!population!has!been!calculated!to!be!83%!in!the!gaseous!state!and!54%!in!the!liquid!state.10!In!the!solid!phase!BCE!crystallizes!solely!into!the!trans!conformer.!BCE!has!a!dipole!of!2.5!D!for!the!gauche!conformer!and!has!a! slight!dipole!of!0.1!D! for! the! trans! conformer.10!The! shift! of!BCE’s! conformation!population! in! the! liquid! and! gas! phases! can! be! attributed! to! the! same! reasons! as!seen! with! DCE,! where! the! gauche! population! is! stabilized! in! the! liquid! phase! by!polar! interactions.!However,!when!compared! to!DCE! the! trans!population! is!much!
!!
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higher! in! the! case! of!BCE.!The!higher!population! is! credited! to! the!weaker!dipole!moment! of! the! gauche! conformer,! which! weakens! the! dipoleLdipole! interactions!with! the! solvent.! In! the! case! of! BCE,! the! volume! difference! between! the! two!conformers!is!only!2!cm3/mol.3!!
! The! difference! in! dipoles! and! volume! between! BCE! and! DCE! can! be!attributed!to!the!exchange!of!a!chlorine!atom!of!DCE!with!a!bromine!to! form!BCE.!The!bromine!is!a!larger!atom,!which!prefers!the!trans!conformer!to!minimize!steric!interactions.!Bromine!is!also!a!less!electronegative!atom,!which!will!give!the!gauche!conformer!of!BCE!a!weaker!dipole!than!DCE.!The!weaker!dipole!moment!causes!the!
gauche!conformer!of!BCE!to!be!less!stabilized!by!polar!solvents!than!DCE.!
! DCE! and! BCE! have! both! been! previously! studied! within! the! context! of!microporous!materials.!Previously!the!focus!of!study!for!DCE!was!limited!to!zeolites!and!the!first!studies!included!that!of!adsorption,11,12!decomposition,13!and!catalytic!effects.14!The!conformation!of!DCE!within!different!zeolite!frameworks!was!studied!by! Leech.7! These! studies! showed!when! DCE! is! absorbed! by! different! zeolites! the!
trans!population!changes!depending!on!the!environment!of!the!zeolite!topology,!the!existence!and!nature!of!cations,!and!the!Al:Si!ratio.7!There!are!currently!few!studies!that! investigate! DCE! and! its! interactions! with! MOFs.! A! study! has! been! recently!published!investigating!the!adsorption!isotherms,!kinetics!and!desorption!of!DCE!in!MILL101.15! To! the! best! of! my! knowledge,! there! are! no! studies! investigating! the!conformation!of!DCE!in!MOFs.!
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! The! interactions! of! BCE! with! microporous! materials! have! not! been! as!thoroughly! investigated! as! DCE.! Current! studies! of! BCE! in!microporous!materials!include! adsorption/desorption!in! zeolites11! and! a! conformational! study! using! FTLRaman!spectroscopy!in!zeolites!by!Wang.10!Wang!showed!similar!results!to!that!of!Leech! in! that!BCE! interacts!strongly!with!polar! frameworks! to!mimic! liquid!phase!conformer! populations,! and! minimally! with! nonLpolar! frameworks! to! take! on!conformer!populations!that!imitate!the!gas!phase.10!To!the!best!of!my!knowledge!no!studies!have!been!published!that!investigate!BCE!adsorbed!in!MOFs.!!
! Previous! work! with! monosubstituted! cyclohexanes! have! studied! the!adsorption! of! CCH! in! zeolites! by! both! 13C! SSNMR! and! FTLRaman! spectroscopy.7,16!The!two!studies!have!produced!contradictory!results.!The!SSNMR!study!concluded!that! the! framework! of! a! zeolite! has! no! substantial! effect! on! determining! the!conformer!of! CCH.!The!FTLRaman! spectroscopy! study! concluded! that! by! changing!the! framework! of! the! zeolite,! it! is! possible! to! control! guestLhost! interactions.! The!FTLRaman! conformational! study! concluded! that! completely! siliceous! frameworks!stabilize! the! equatorial! conformer,! whereas! the! presence! of! a! cation! in! the!framework,!as! in!zeolite!NaLY,!prevents!molecular!motion!as! there! is!no!change! in!population!at!low!temperatures.7!!

















! MILL53,! MILL68,! and! MILL53NH2! were! all! synthesized! using! previously!published!syntheses.21,23,24!!
MILL53! was! synthesized! by! mixing! Al(NO3)3·9H2O! (Sigma! Aldrich),! BDC!(Sigma! Aldrich)! in! distilled! water! at! a! 2:1:160! ratio.! After! vigorous! stirring! the!solution!was!placed!in!a!Teflon!container!that!was!then!moved!into!a!stainless!steel!autoclave.! The! autoclave! was! then! put! into! an! oven! for! 72! hours! at! 220! °C.! The!product!was! then! filtered! and!washed!with! distilled!water! and! the! structure!was!confirmed!by!using!PXRD.!The!sample!was!then!calcinated!at!330!°C!for!72!hours!to!eliminate!any!solvents!in!the!pores.!MILL53!and!MILL53NH2!were!calcinated!at!330!°C!for!72!hours,!while!MILL68!was!calcinated!at!250!°C!for!24!hours.!
To!perform!the!loading,!the!sample!was!evacuated!in!a!glass!NMR!tube!under!vacuum!for!6!hours!at!300!°C.!The!sample!was!then!sealed!using!Teflon!tape!under!vacuum,!and! the!guest!molecule!of! choice!was! loaded!using!a! syringe! followed!by!flame! sealing! the! glass! tube.! The! glass! tube! was! then! heated! to! 10! °C! above! the!boiling!point!of!the!guest!molecule!overnight!to!allow!the!halocarbons!to!enter!the!pores.!The!temperatures!for!loading!DCE!(Sigma!Aldrich),!BCE!(Sigma!Aldrich),!and!CCH!(Sigma!Aldrich)!were!95!°C,!117!°C,!and!153!°C,!respectively.!!The!loading!of!all!the! samples! in! this! study! took! place! in! this! fashion.! Table! 4.1! gives! the! different!synthetic!conditions!for!MILL53,!MILL68!and!MILL53NH2.!PXRD!was!used!to!ensure!that!each!MOF!was!synthesized!without!impurities.!As!well,!after!loading!PXRD!was!
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used! to! investigate! the! shape! adopted! by! MILL53! and! MILL53NH2,!which! have! a!flexible!framework,!and!MILL68,!
Table!4.1!Synthesis!parameters!of!different!MOFs.!MOF!! Metal!Source!(g)! Organic!Linker!(g)! Solvent!(mL)! Temperature!(°C)! Time!(hours)!MILL5323!! Al(NO3)3·9H2O!1.3! BDC!0.288! Water!10.00! 220! 72!MILL6821!! In(NO3)3·5H2O!0.816! BDC!0.400! DMF!10.00!! 100! 48!MILL53NH224!! Al(NO3)3·9H2O!3.1! BDCLNH2!1.5! Water!23.00! 150! 5!! !
which!has! a! rigid! framework.!The!PXRD!experiments!were! carried!out!by!using! a!Rigaku!diffractometer!using!Co!Kα! radiation! (λ!=!1.7902!Å).!All! the! samples!were!scanned!between!5°!L!45°!at!a!scan!rate!of!10°/min,!with!a!0.02°!increment!rate.!




nm! and! a! liquid! nitrogenLcooled! Ge! detector.! The! maximum! laser! power! of! the!spectrometer!was!500!mW.!The!strength!of!the!laser!at!the!sample!varied!with!each!system! in! order! to!maximize! the! signal,!while!minimizing! the! fluorescence! of! the!sample.!The!laser!strength!ranged!from!50!mW!to!150!mW!at!the!sample!during!the!experiments.! A! constant! laser! power! was! used! when! collecting! the! variable!temperature!(VT)!spectra.!The!resolution!used!for!a!majority!of!samples!was!4!cmL1!with! the! exception! of! the! DCE/MILL53NH2,! BCE/MILL53NH2,! and! CCH/MILL53!systems!which!used!a!resolution!of!2!cmL1.!To!conduct!the!VT!experiments,!a!Bruker!Eurotherm!800! series! temperature! control! unit!with! an! accuracy! of! +/L! 1! °C!was!used.!
4.3!Results!&!Discussion!
The! following! will! section! will! detail! the! data! collected! by! FTLRaman!spectroscopy,!TGA!and!PXRD.!
4.3.1!1,2LDichloroethane!DCE! is!a!disubsituated!alkane!chain!that!can!adopt!either!a!trans!or!gauche!conformation.! This! study! will! probe! the! guestLhost! interactions! of! DCE! with!different!MOFs!using!Raman!Spectroscopy.!4.3.1.1!1,2LDichloroethane/MILL53(Al)!! DCE!was! loaded! into!MILL53,!which! is!a! flexible!MOF,!whose!pore!diameter!changes! depending! on! the! guest!molecule.25! To! confirm! the!maximum! loading! of!DCE!into!the!pores!of!MILL53,!TGA!experiments!were!conducted.!A!full!table!of!the!maximum!loadings!of!all!systems!determined!by!TGA!can!be!seen!in!Table!4.2.!When!
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1.6!The!C2!point!group!predicts!18!Raman!active!vibrations,!with!two!of!them!being!CLCl!stretching!vibrations.26!The!Raman!active!mode,!for!the!gauche!CLCl!vibrations,!gives!rise!to!two!peaks,!ν8'!and!ν17'!located!at!675!cmL1!and!654!cmL1,!respectively.6!The!region!of!600!cmL1!–!800!cmL1!of!the!FTLRaman!spectrum!of!MILL53!has!very!few!peaks,!which!allows! the!CLCl!vibrational!peaks! to!be!well! resolved.!Therefore,! it! is!possible! to! use! the! carbonLhalogen! stretches! to! quantify! the! trans! and! gauche!populations!of!DCE!in!the!MOF.!!





the! trans! population! is! 77%! as! opposed! to! the! liquid! phase! where! the! trans!population!is!35%.6!The!high!trans!population!can!be!attributed!to!the!fact!that!MILL53!has!a!nonLpolar!and!flexible!framework!that!surrounds!DCE!molecules.!Previous!investigations!of!DCE!conformations! in!solvents!and!dielectric!mediums!show!that!polar!solvents!are!the!largest!contributor!to!an!increase!in!the!gauche!population.8!In! nonLpolar! mediums,! two! factors! are! predominant! in! stabilizing! the& gauche!conformation,! the!dielectric!value!and! the!aromatic!effect.28!Previous!studies!have!shown!that!a!dielectric!constant!of!κ!=!2!or!lower!will!not!cause!a!significant!induced!dipoleLdipole!effect.8!In!the!case!of!MILL53,!the!organic!ligand!terephthalic!acid!(κ!=!1.5)! has! too! low! of! a! dielectric! constant! to! affect! the! conformation! population.29!NonLpolar! solvents! with! an! aromatic! ring! are! the! cause! of! the! “aromatic! effect”.!Early! hypotheses! about! the! cause! of! the! aromatic! effect!were! that! either! a! cavity!formed! around! DCE! causing! spatial! strain,! the! CLH! of! DCE! interacts! with! the! π!system! of! the! solvent! or! was! the! result! of! electrostatic! effects.28! However,! it! has!been! shown! with! glassy! polystyrene! that! without! reorientation! of! the! aromatic!planes!around!DCE!the!polarizability!of!benzene!is!not!able!to!stabilize!the!gauche!conformation.28!In!the!case!of!MILL53!the!plane!of!the!benzene!rings!of!the!organic!linker!are!locked!in!place!by!the!topology!of!the!MOF.!As!reorientation!cannot!take!place,!the!dominant!interactions!that!can!take!place!may!include:!the!CLH!orientating!itself!to!interact!with!one!aromatic!system!or!vdW!interactions.!!




Table!4.3!Peak!assignments!of!Raman!spectra!of!DCE/MILL53,!DCE/MILL68.!DCE/MILL53!(cmL1)! DCE/MILL68!(cmL1)! Assignment:6! Literature!Value:!DCE!(Pure!liquid)6!653! 653! CLCl!(gauche)! 654!675! 672! CLCl!(gauche)! 675!753! 752! CLCl!(trans)! 755!! !!!!!!
vibration,!may!be!due!to!the!CLH!bond!of!DCE!being!the!predominant!vibration!that!interacts! with! the! π! system! of! the! organic! linker.31! It! is! possible! that! the! CLH!interaction!with!the!π!system!is!the!dominant!effect!in!the!system.!However,!due!to!the!lack!of!reorientation!of!multiple!aromatic!rings!the&trans!conformer!remains!the!preferred!conformer.!When!investigating!the!FTLRaman!spectra!of!the!system,!it! is!not! possible! to! resolve! the! CLH! stretch! of! DCE! due! to! overlap! with! BDC,! and!therefore!it!is!difficult!to!say!with!certainty!that!this!is!the!effect!taking!place.!
! The!full!width!at!half!height!(FWHH)!of!a!Raman!band!can!give!information!about! the!molecular! dynamics! of! both! free!molecules! and!molecules! adsorbed! in!porous! materials.7! At! room! temperature! (RT),! the! FWHH! of! the! trans! CLCl! peak!changes!from!15!cmL1!as!a!free!liquid!to!10!cmL1!when!loaded!in!MILL53.!This!change!indicates!that!the!adsorbed!DCE!molecules!still!undergo!motion!within!the!pores!but!the!molecular!motion!is!more!limited!than!within!a!pure!liquid.!!
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! When! cooling! takes! place! the! relative! trans! population! of! DCE! in! MILL53!increases.! The! trans! population! goes! from! 73%! at! 298K! to! 90%! at! 173K.!Temperature! has! an! effect! on! the! peak! position! of! Raman! bands! in! liquids! and!solids.!In!solids,!thermal!expansion!assumes!a!redLshift!from!heating!and!a!blueLshift!from!cooling.32! In!the!case!of! liquids,! this! is!not! the!case!and!whether!a! liquid!will!redLshift! or! blueLshift! under! cooling! depends! on! a! number! of! factors! and! is! best!determined!by!quantum!chemical!calculations.33!The!slight!redLshift!of!the!CLCl!trans&peak!is!most!likely!due!to!the!system!having!less!thermal!energy!under!cooling.!!
Previous!studies!have!shown!that!the!PXRD!pattern!of!MILL53!changes!under!cooling,! indicating! that! it! is!possible! for!MILL53! to!undergo!a!phase! change!which!may!aid!in!increasing!the!CLH!interaction!with!the!π!system.34!The!FWHH!continues!to! decrease! from! 10! cmL1! to! 7! cmL1! as! temperature! decreases,! indicating! the!molecular!motion!of!DCE!becomes!more!limited.!Using!the!VT!specta!it!is!possible!to!construct! a! van’t! Hoff! plot! to! calculate! the! enthalpy! difference! of! the! two! DCE!conformers.! A! ΔH°! of! 4.2! kJ/mol!was! calculated! for! the!MILL53/DCE! system.! The!enthalpy!of!all!DCE/MOFs!systems!will!be!discussed!further!in!the!chapter.!
4.3.1.2!1,2LDichloroethane/MILL68(In)!
!! MILL68! is! an! IndiumLbased!MOF!with! two!distinct! pores.! The! smaller! pore!has!a!pore!size!of!7!Å,!while!the!larger!pore!has!a!pore!size!of!16!Å.21!Unlike!MILL53,!MILL68!is!a!rigid!MOF!and!its!shape!and!pore!sizes!are!not!dependent!on!the!guest!molecule.! After! DCE!was! loaded! into!MILL68,! TGA! (Figure! 4.6)! was! conducted! to!determine!the!maximum!loading,!which!is!1.69!molecules/unit!cell.!Attempts!were!
!!
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made!to!distinguish!DCE!in!the!two!different!pores.!If!it!were!feasible!to!distinguish!the! loading! level,! it! would! be! possible! to! investigate! the! populations! of! the! DCE!conformers!in!only!the!larger!pores.!If!DCE!was!loaded!only!into!the!larger!pores!it!may!give! insight! into!whether!DCE!molecules! in! the! small!pores! can! interact!with!one!another.!However,!it!was!not!possible!to!distinguish!the!DCE!molecules!in!both!pores!by!TGA,!as! seen! from! the! single!peak! in! the!TGA!spectrum,!and! therefore! it!was! not! possible! to! investigate! the! population! of! each! conformer! at! different!loadings.!Consequently,!only!the!maximum!loading!is!investigated!in!this!study.!
! The! FTLRaman! spectra! for! the! DCE/MILL68! (Figure! 4.7)! system! are!comparable! to! the! DCE/MILL53! system.! The! signal! produced! by! the! BDC! organic!linker! in! the! DCE/MILL68! system! dominates! the! spectra! (Figure! B.2).! The! full!assignments!of!the!peaks!can!be!seen!in!the!supporting!information!(Table!B.1).!The!CLCl!vibration!assignments!can!be!found!in!Table!4.3.!The!region!between!600!cmL1!and!800!cmL1!of!the!FTLRaman!spectra!of!MILL68!does!not!exhibit!any!strong!peaks!and! therefore! it! is!possible! to! investigate! the! conformational!properties!of!DCE! in!MILL68.!Using!formula!(4.1)!and!the!same!Raman!scattering!cross!section!of!3.2,!the!




gauche!dipole!of!DCE.!Two!DCE!molecules!must!only!be!within!12!Å!and!15!Å!to!be!stabilized! by! a! neighboring!DCE!molecule.9! In! the! case! of!MILL68! the! small! pores!only! have! a! diameter! of! 7! Å,!which! can! allow! the!DCE!molecules! to! influence! the!conformation!of!one!another.!The!FWHH!in!the!case!of!the!DCE/MILL68!system!is!13!cmL1,!which! is! larger! than! the! 11.2! cmL1! of! DCE/MILL53,! but! still! smaller! then! the!liquid! state! of! DCE,!which! is! 15! cmL1.! However,! as! it! was! not! possible! to! run! the!experiment! with! only! DCE! in! the! larger! pores,! it! is! difficult! to! distinguish! the!movement!of!DCE!in!each!pore!individually.!





















less! thermal! energy! at! 173! K! or! increased! vdW! interactions! of! DCE! in! the! small!pores.!Using!VTs!it!is!possible!to!determine!the!enthalpy!between!the!two!different!conformers!by!constructing!a!van’t!Hoff!plot.!A!ΔH°!of!3.5!kJ/mol!was!calculated!for!the!DCE/MILL68!system!which!will!be!discussed!later!in!the!chapter.! !
4.3.1.3!DCE/MILL53NH2(Al)!
! MILL53NH2!is!a!novel!synthetic!MOF!derivative!based!on!MILL53.!MILL53NH2,! unlike! MILL53! and! many! other! MOFs,! has! a! polar! framework.! The! polar!framework!is!due!to!the!fact!that!the!organic! linker! is!2LaminoLterephlaltic!acid!as!opposed!to!BDC.!Typical!dipoles!on!primary!amines!range!from!1.0!D!to!1.9!D,!which!can!stabilize!the!gauche!conformer.35!MILL53NH2!has!a!flexible!framework!and!has!a!different!crystallographic!point!group!(a!=!6.66!Å,!b!=!19.04!Å,%and%c%=%7.80%Å)! than!MILL53!(a!=!6.84!Å,!b!=!17.04!Å,%and%c%=%12.08%Å)!when!its!pores!are!evacuated.22!The!change! in! crystallographic! point! group! is! due! to! the! hydrogen! bonding! occurring!between!the!amino!group!and!the!organic!linkers.22!!
The!FTLRaman!spectra!for!MILL53NH2!have!more!fluorescence,!which!is!most!likely!due!to!the!additional!resonance!structure!(Figure!B.3).!The!framework!of!MILL53NH2!exhibits!a!peak!near!the!peaks!of!the!gauche!conformers!of!DCE.!A!full!list!of!DCE!peaks!in!MILL53NH2!can!be!seen!in!Table!4.4.!
In! order! to! resolve! the! CLCl! vibrations! from! those! of! the! framework,! the!spectra! were! run! at! a! resolution! of! 2! cmL1.! The! fluorescence! and! the! 2! cmL1!resolution!are!the!causes!of!poor!S/N!in!the!spectra.!
!!
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TGA!(Figure!4.8)!was!run!to!determine!the!maximum!loading!of!DCE!within!the! framework.!The!maximum!loading!was!determined!to!be!0.64!molecules/unitLcell,!which!was!used!during! the!experiments! in!order! to!maximize! the! intensity!of!the!CLCl!stretches.!This!loading!is!double!that!seen!in!the!DCE/MILL53!system!even!though!the!volumes!of!the!two!MOFs!are!almost!the!same.!MILL53(AM)!has!a!pore!volume!of!1383.2!V/Å3!whereas!MILL53NH2(AM)!has!a!pore!volume!of!1408.4!V/Å3.!Therefore,! the! difference! in! loading! can! be! accounted! for! by! the! increase! in! the!spatially! smaller! gauche! population! within! MILL53NH2.! The! FTLRaman! spectrum!(Figure!4.9)!shows!that!the!trans!population!at!298!K!is!52%.!This!percentage!falls!in!the!middle!of!the!two!previously!seen!MOFs,!and!is!inLbetween!that!of!the!gas!and!liquid!phase.!As!the!dipole!of!the!primary!amine!is!not!as!strong!as!the!gauche!dipole!of!DCE,!this!value!supports!the!hypothesis!that!DCE!is!interacting!with!the!primary!amine.!The!FWHH!in!the!system!is!the!lowest!of!all!DCE/MOF!systems!at!RT!with!a!FWHH!of!9.6!cmL1.!The!DCE!molecules!have!less!molecular!tumbling,!as!the!dipoleLdipole! interactions! would! prevent! the! molecule! from! rotating! freely! within! the!pores.!!
! VT! runs! were! performed! on! the! DCE/MILL53NH2! system! and! showed! an!increase! to! 85%! in! the! trans! population! at! 173! K.! The! trans! population! of! this!system!resembles!that!of!the!DCE/MILL53!system!at!low!temperatures.!By!removing!energy! from! the! system,! DCE! is! forced! to! adopt! the! thermodynamically! favored!








conformation!to!be! thermodynamically! favored.7!While!a!slight!redLshift! is!seen!at!VT,!using!a!resolution!of!2!cmL1!there!is!no!significant!shift!of!the!gauche!peak!in!this!case.!The!FWHH!at!low!temperatures!increase!unlike!DCE/MILL53!and!DCE/MILL68.!The!dipole! interaction! is! less! significant! at! low! temperatures,!which!allows! for! an!increase! in! molecular! motion.! Using! the! VT! spectra! it! is! possible! to! obtain! the!enthalpy!of!rotation!of!the!molecule!within!the!system!by!creating!a!van’t!Hoff!plot!which!gives!a!ΔH°!of!2.1!kJ/mol.!Table!4.4!Peak!assignments!of!FTLRaman!spectra!of!DCE/MILL53NH2.!DCE/MILL53NH2!(cmL1)! Assignment:6! Literature!Value:!DCE!(Pure!liquid)6!658! CLCl!(gauche)! 654!754! CLCl!(trans)! 755!!4.3.1.4!Trans! !Gauche&Enthalpy!Change!of!1,2LDichloroethane!!The!equilibrium!of!DCE!between!the!gauche!and!trans!conformers!is!proportional!to!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ln!K!=!LΔHo/RT!+!ΔSo/R!!! ! !!!!! ! !!(4.2)!where!K! is! the!equilibrium!constant,!H! is! the!enthalpy,!and!S! is! the!entropy!of! the!system.! Differentiation! of! equation! (4.2)! with! respect! to! 1/T! gives! the! van’t! Hoff!!equation.! By! plotting! the! equilibrium! constant! K! (Ig/It)! vs! 1/T! results! in! a! linear!graph,!where! the!slope! is!equal! to! the!enthalpy!of! the!system!(Figure!4.10).!Using!this!process!the!enthalpy!change!of!DCE!in!the!gas!phase!has!been!calculated!to!be!4.9!kJ/mol!to!go!from!the!trans!conformer!to!the!gauche!conformer!(t!g).8!Previous!studies!have!investigated!the!t!g!enthalpy!change!of!DCE!within!different!zeolites!and!SAPOs!and!have!found!that!the!t!g!enthalpy!change!of!the!system!relies!on!the!
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investigate!the!conformation!of!BCE!within!MIL953!using!the!maximum!determined!loading.!Due!to!the!strong!Raman!peaks!that!arise!from!the!MOF,!the!carbon!halogen!stretches!are!of!the!greatest!interest!in!this!study.!Both!the!C9Cl!and!the!C9Br!stretch!exist! in! the!600!cm919800!cm91! region! (Figure!B.4),!which!has!very! few!peaks! that!belong!to!the!MOF!(Figure!4.12).!The!full!set!of!FT9Raman!peaks!from!the!BCE/MIL953!system!can!be!found!in!Table!B.3.!A!full!list!of!the!BCE!peaks!in!MIL953!and!MIL968!are!given!in!Table!4.5.!The!C9Br!gauche!stretch!is!near!628!cm91,!which!as!seen!in!Table! 4.5,! overlaps! with! the! peak! at! 630! cm91! from! the! framework.! Due! to! this!overlap,!only!the!C9Cl!trans!and!gauche!stretches!are!investigated!for!the!purpose!of!!!! !!!!!!!!Table!4.5!Peak!assignments!of!BCE/MIL953!and!BCE/MIL968.!!
!!!!!!! !!!! !this! study,! as! they!will! give!more!accurate! results! then!deconvoluting! the! spectra.!The!gauche!conformer!of!BCE!is!the!point!group!C1!and!the!trans!conformer!of!BCE!is!the!point!group!Cs.!Even!though!both!conformers!are!different!point!groups,!group!theory! predicts! that! there! will! only! be! one! C9Cl! gauche! peak! and! one! C9Cl! trans!peak.6!In!BCE/MIL953!the!peak!at!726!cm91!corresponds!to!the!C9Cl!trans!stretch!and!the!peak!!







at! 666! cm91! corresponds! to! the! C9Cl! gauche! stretch.! Using! Equation! 4.1! for! the!intensity!of!a!Raman!band! for!a! conformational! isomer! it! is!possible! to!determine!the!trans!population!of! the!system.!A!previously!calculated!Raman!scattering!ratio!was!determined!to!be!6.0.10!By!using!this!ratio!the!trans!population!of!BCE!in!MIL953!was!calculated!to!be!69%.!The!trans!population!value!of!BCE/MIL953!is!near!neither!the! gas! phase! value! nor! the! liquid! phase! value.! Once! again,! the! low! dielectric!constant!of!BDC!and!the!lack!of!reorientation!of!the!aromatic!rings!of!BDC!prevent!the!ligand!from!stabilizing!the!gauche!conformation.!The!calculated!trans!population!in! the! BCE/MIL953! system! is! only! slightly! lower! than! that! of! the! DCE/MIL953!system.! The! gauche+ conformation! of! BCE! has! a! weaker! dipole! than! that! of! the!
gauche+conformation!of!DCE.! It! is! likely! that! the!weaker!dipole!of! the!gauche!BCE!molecules!have!less!of!a!stabilizing!effect!on!other!gauche!conformers.!
! The! peak! position! for! BCE! in! MIL953! does! not! change! at! RT! as! the! trans!peak’s!wave!number! is! located!at!726!cm91!and!the!gauche!peak's!wave!number! is!666! cm91.! The! lack! of! shift! indicates! no! external! attractive! or! repulsive! forces! are!taking! place! for! the! C9Cl! vibration! once! again! indicating! the! C9H! vibration! is!interacting!with!the!π!system!may!be!the!predominant!interaction.!At!RT,!the!FWHH!drops! considerably,! from! 17.3! cm91!to! 10.2! cm91!(65%),! which! is! nearly! the! same!percentage!as!the!decrease!in!FWHH!of!the!DCE/MIL953!system!(69%).! !The!extra!decrease!in!motion!may!be!attributed!to!the!fact!that!the!BCE/MIL953!system!has!a!larger!molecular!size.!
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! Upon! cooling,! the! conformation! of! BCE! is! further! shifted! to! the! trans!conformer.! At! 173!K! the! trans! population! is! 85%!which! correlates!with! the! trans!population! in! the! gas! phase! as! determined! in! earlier! studies.36! As! the! system!undergoes! cooling,! the! C9Cl! trans! peak! exhibits! a! gradual! red9shift! (4! cm91)! and! a!decrease! in! the!FWHH!(3!cm91).!Again,! it! is! likely! that! the!4!cm91! red9shift!and! the!decrease!of!the!FWHH!by!3!cm91!is!due!to!removing!thermal!energy!from!the!system.!The!VT!runs!determined!a!ΔH°!of!4.21!kJ/mol.!
The!PXRD!pattern!of!BCE/MIL953!shows!that!the!shape!of!the!MIL953!pores!adopts! a! shape!near! the!AM!version.!However,! the!peaks!of! the!PXRD!patterns!of!MIL953! and! BCE/MIL953! are! not! identical,! indicating! that! MIL953! does! have! a!unique!phase!for!BCE.!Therefore,!it!is!possible!that!MIL953!slightly!distorts!from!the!AM!phase!in!order!to!maximize!interactions!with!guest9molecules.!
4.3.2.2!19Bromo929chloroethane/MIL968(In)!

















BDC!linkers!(Figure!4.14).!However,!there!remains!a!lack!of!peaks!in!the!600!cm91!9!800!cm91!range!(Figure!B.5).!The!full!set!of!BCE!peaks!in!MIL968!can!be!seen!in!Table!4.5.!MIL968!!also!!has!a!!peak!at!630!cm91,!as!!seen!!in!MIL953.!This!peak!prevents!!the!study! of! the!C9Br! vibrations,! due! to! the! overlap! of! the!C9Br!gauche! peak!with! the!framework! peak.! Using! a! Raman! scattering! of! 6.0! the! trans! population! of! BCE! in!MIL968!was!calculated!to!be!67%.!DCE!favors!the!gauche!conformer!in!the!two!pore!system!of!MIL968.!However,!BCE!has!a!trans!population!that!resembles!that!found!in!the!BCE/MIL953!system.!The!strength!of!the!gauche!DCE!dipole!allows!dipole9dipole!interactions!up!12!Å!to!15!Å.!However,!BCE!has!a!weaker!dipole,!and!therefore!that!distance!!may!!be!!shorter.!!Therefore,!BCE!!within!the!!small!pores!may!!not!!interact!with!one!another,!and!consequently!the!trans!population!of!the!BCE/MIL968!system!would!be!similar!to!that!of!the!BCE/MIL953!system.!Due!to!the!shoulder!of!the!C9Cl!
trans!peak!at!low!temperatures,!the!FWHH!and!peak!position!at!room!temperature!may!be!inaccurate!and!therefore!insignificant.!




! The! C9Cl! gauche+ peak! has! a! very! low! intensity! causing! the! FWHH! to! be!unreliable.!The!trans!peak!also!cannot!be!used!to!investigate!the!FWHH!due!to!the!emergence! of! the! shoulder! at! low! temperatures.! Using! the! VT! experiment! a! van’t!Hoff!plot!was!created!to!determine!the! internal!rotation!enthalpy!of!BCE.!The!ΔH°!was!determined! to!be!3.52!kJ/mol! for! the!BCE/MIL968!system,!which! is!discussed!later!in!the!chapter.!
4.3.2.3!19Bromo929chloroethane/MIL953NH2(Al)!




! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Figure!4.16!FT9Raman!spectra!at!VT!of!BCE/MIL953NH2!(*framework)!! !
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! The! t!g!enthalpy!of! the!BCE/MOF!systems!was!determined!by!plotting!the!equilibrium! constant! K! (Ig/It)! vs! 1/T! to! give! van’t! Hoff! ! plots! (Figure! 4.17).! This!method!has!been!previously!used!to!determine!the!internal!enthalpy!change!of!BCE!in! the! gas! phase.! The! enthalpy!was! determined! to! be! 5.56! kJ/mol! to! go! from! the!
trans! conformation! to!gauche+conformation.! The! t!g! enthalpy! change! of! BCE! has!been!previously!determined!in!zeolites!such!as!Si9Y!and!Silicate91,!whereas!the!t!g!enthalpy!change!of!BCE!in!MOFs!has!not!yet!been!determined.10!The!values!for!this!study!are!4.21!kJ/mol!for!MIL953,!3.52!kJ/mol!for!MIL968!and!2.11!kJ/mol!for!MIL953NH2.!In!the!case!of!the!three!systems!studied!each!ΔH!gave!a!positive!value,!as!the!
trans! conformer! is! highly! favored! at! low! temperatures.! This! differs! from! the!previous!zeolite!studies!where!systems!with!many!cations!and!small!cages!show!a!preference! for! the! gauche! conformer! due! to! dipole9cation! effects! and! spatial!restrictions!due!to!the!small!cages.10!In!the!case!of!BCE,!BCE/MIL953NH2!has!a!lower!ΔHt!g! than! BCE/MIL968.! The! dipole! of! the! BCE! in! the! BCE/MIL968! system! is! not!strong!enough!to!stabilize!the!nearest!BCE!molecule.!In!the!BCE/MIL953NH2!system!the!gauche!conformer!is!stabilized!through!the!dipole!of!the!primary!amine.!MIL953!once!again!has!the!highest!t!g!enthalpy!change,!as!there!are!no!dipole9dipole!effects!to!stabilize!the!gauche+conformation.!












either!the+axial!conformation!or!the+equatorial!conformation,!with!a!prefence!for!the!latter!due! to!vdW! interactions.!Current! studies!of!CCH!and!microporous!materials!have! only! investigated! CCH/Zeolite! systems.7! Using! FT9Raman! spectroscopy! and!TGA,!the!conformations!of!CCH!in!different!MOFs!were!studied.!4.3.3.1!Chlorocyclohexane/MIL953(Al)!
CCH!was! loaded! in!MIL953! and! TGA! experiments! showed! that! a!maximum!loading!of!0.12!molecules/unit9cell!was!possible!(Figure!4.18).!The!broad!DTG!peak!may!be!due!to!either!the+axial!or+equatorial!conformer!interacting!more!favourably!with!the!framework.!In!order!to!utilize!the!Formula!4.1!to!determine!the!ratio!of!the!
equatoria+l!to+axial++conformations,!a!!previously!!calculated!!Raman!scattering!!cross!section!of!0.85!was!employed! in! this!study.7!This!value!was!determined!through!a!vibrational! study! of! CCH! in! a! CS2! solution! and! a! previous! NMR! study! that!determined! the! ΔG! for! axial! to! equatorial! interchange! was! 0.64! kcal/mol.16! This!Raman!scattering!cross!section!assumes!the!scattering!cross!section!is!independant!of!temperature!and!environnment.!The!FT9Raman!spectra!of!CCH!loaded!in!MIL953!(Figure!4.19)!shows!a!distinct!change!in!intensity!compared!to!that!of!the!pure!CCH!solution.!The!intensity!of!the!C9Cl!vibrations!decrease!as!the!dominant!force!in!the!spectra!is!the!MOF!framework!(Figure!B.7).!The!axial+vibration!of!C9Cl!in!the!MOF!is!found!at!685!cm91!and!the!equatorial!vibration!of!C9Cl!is!found!at!730!cm91.!!







increases!when!compared!to!the!equatorial!population!of!liquid!CCH,!which!is!73%.!Haloalkane! compounds! have! distinct! dipole!moments! for! different! conformations!that! can!determine! the!preferred! conformation! in! solution.!Halocyclic! compounds!will!have!a!dipole! for!both! the!equatorial! and+axial! conformation.!For! this! reason,!the!conformation!of!CCH!in!MIL953!slightly!favors!the!equatorial+conformation!as!it!is!the!most!stable!conformer!that!CCH!can!adopt.!! !At! low! temperatures! the! CCH/MIL953! FT9Raman! spectrum! changes!drastically.! The!most! notable! change! is! the! disapperance! of! the+axial! C9Cl! peak! at!685! cm91.! At! low! temperatures! a! distinct! preference! for! the! equatorial+conformer!exists,! as! its! population! is! 97%.! Unlike! previous! systems! where! the! change! is!gradual,! this! transformation!happens! rapidly!between!223!K!and!198!K.!At!173!K!the+ axial! peak! disappears! and! coincides! with! an! increase! in! the! equatorial! peak!intensity.! The! reason! for! this! may! be! due! to! the! equatorial! conformer! being!thermally! prefered! in! order! to! minimize! vdW! interactions! of! CCH.! At! this!temperature! there! is! also! a! drastic! decrease! of! the! FWHH! at! the+ equatorial! peak!which! decreases! to! 6.5! cm91!from! 12! cm91!at! RT.! As! discussed! earlier,!MIL953! can!undergo! a! phase! change! at! low! temperatures.!Most! likely!MIL953! is! undergoing! a!phase!change!which!creates!a!smaller!volume!and!consequently!restricts!the!motion!of!CCH.! It!was!not!possible! to! run!PXRD!at! low! temperatures,! therefore! the!phase!change!can!not!be!confirmed.!! Using!the!equilibrium!constant!K!(Ieq/Iax)!from!the!VTs!FT9Raman!spectra,!a!van’t!Hoff! !plot! (Figure!4.20)!was!created! to!determine!a!ΔHax!eq!of!7.6!kJ/mol! for!the!CCH/MIL953!system.!7.6!kJ/mol!is!significantly!higher!than!that!of!pure!liquid!of!
!!
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CCH! which! has! an! enthalpy! of! 1.1! kJ/mol.37! This! large! ax!eq! enthalpy! change!further! supports! the! hypothesis! that! MIL953! may! be! stabilizing! the+ equatorial!conformation.! The! large! energy! difference! that! CCH! must! overcome! to! go! from!
equatorial! to! axial! indicates! that! CCH! may! be! able! to! interact! with! multiple! π!systems!in!order!to!stabilize!the!equatorial+conformation.!!! FT9Raman!spectroscopy!of!CCH!in!MIL968!and!MIL953NH2!was!unable!to!be!carried!out.!When!CCH!was!loaded!into!either!MIL968!or!MIL953NH2,!the!MOF!would!decompose.!The!decomposition!of!MIL968!and!MIL953NH2!was!confirmed!by!PXRD.!
4.3.4!! Powder!X9ray!Diffraction!of!Halocarbons/Metal!Organic!Framework! Systems.!
! PXRD! was! conducted! on! all! halocarbon/MOF! systems! to! understand! the!phase!changes!that!were!taking!place!to!maximize!guest9host!interactions.!
4.3.4.1!Powder!X9Ray!Diffraction!of!MIL953(Al)!Systems!







MIL&53(LT)!lacks!peaks!between!15!2Θ!and!19!2Θ,!and!has!reflections!which!have!been!shifted!from!13!2Θ!to!16!2Θ.!However,!the!3!systems!retain!the!two!reflections!at!17!2Θ!and!18!2Θ!that!exist!for!the!MIL&53(AM)!phase!which!do!not!exist!for!the!MIL&53(LT)!phase.!It!is!most!likely!that!the!halocarbon/MIL&53!systems!retain!some!characteristics!of!both!the!LT!(narrow!pores)!and!AM!(large!pores)!versions!of!MIL&53.!Most!likely,!MIL&53!changes!phases!for!each!guest&molecule!to!maximize!the!C&H!interaction! with! the! π! system.! This! interaction! helps! stabalize! the! trans!conformation!for!DCE,!BCE!and!the!equatorial!conformation!for!CCH.!The!reflections!from!10!2Θ!to!14!2Θ!change!for!each!system!indicating!that!the!lattice!parameters!of!MIL&53!does!indeed!change!for!each!of!DCE/MIL&53,!BCE/MIL&53,!and!CCH/MIL&53.!
4.3.4.2!Powder!X&Ray!Diffraction!of!MIL&68(In)!systems!













! The! many! different! properties! of! a! MOF! dictate! how! it! will! interact! with!guest! molecules.! Whether! it! is! the! type! of! organic! linker,! the! polarity! of! the!framework,!or!the!amount!and!size!of!the!different!pores!all!will!have!an!influence!on! sorbate! sorbent! interactions.! In! the! case! studied,! it! is! possible! to! increase! the!loading! of! MIL&53! by! creating! a! polar! framework! that! will! prefer! the! spatially!smaller!conformation!of!a!halocarbon.!
! Due! to! the! the! ligands!being! locked! in!place,! it! is!not!possible! to!examine!a!MOF!as!a!typical!solvent!or!dielectric!medium!in!order!to!study!the!conformation!of!the! guest! molecules.! The! lack! of! rearrangement! of! the! π! systems! prevents! the!
!!
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! SSNMR!and!PXRD!are!powerful!techniques!in!determining!the!crystallization!route!of!silicoaluminophosphates.!Obtaining! intermediates! from!the!crystallization!process!can!give!insight!into!the!role!of!the!surfactant,!structure!directing!agent,!and!how!silicon!incorporates!into!the!framework.!
! It! was! determined,! through! PXRD,! that! the! hydrothermal! crystallization!process! of! DNL<6! takes! roughly! twenty<four! hours,! and! an! intermediate! layered!phase! exists.! The! structure! of! the! semi<crystalline! layered! phase! is! further!characterized! through! the! use! of! 31P! SSNMR! in! order! to! determine! that! the! local!environment!of!phosphorous!is!P(<O<Al)3(OH).!!
In!the!case!of!DNL<6,!the!surfactant!and!templating!agent!work!as!structure!directing!agents! in! the!case!of!DNL<6.!CTACl! is!most! likely! found!within!the! larger!center!cages!and!acts!as!a!SDA!for!the!layered!intermediate.!DEA!is!most!likely!found!within!the!LTA!cages.!In!order!to!slow!down!the!crystallization!process,!DGC!can!be!employed.! Using! DGC! it! was! determined! that! DNL<6! goes! through! the! same!crystallization! pathway,! however,! the! intermediate! is! not! fully! transformed! into!DNL<6.!The!existence!of!the!intermediate!after!crystallization!by!DGC,!may!be!due!to!the!lack!of!SDA.!In!the!DGC!the!lack!of!DEA!seen!within!the!pores!may!be!due!to!the!
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lack! of!mobility! of! SDA!molecules! to! transfer! from! pore! to! pore!without! a! liquid!phase.!!
Finally!the!silicon!enters!the!framework!solely!through!SM2.!In!SM2,!only!a!single!phosphorous!atom!is!replaced!by!a!single!silicon!atom.!This!creates!single!Si(<O<Al)4!environments!each!of!which!create!one!Brønsted!acid!site!per!silicon!atom.!As!seen!from!the!CP!experiments!hydrogen!atoms!do!not!neutralize!the!framework!at!the!same!rate!as!silicon!enters!the!framework.!The!absence!of!the!hydrogen!atom!causes! a! temporarily! negatively! charged! framework.! The! work! described! in! this!thesis!does!differ!from!past!studies!concerning!the!HTS!by!seeing!the!incorporation!of! the! surfactant! into! the! pores! of! the! framework.! Using! DGC! to! slow! down! the!reaction,! is!a!viable!alternative! to!HTS! in!studying! the!crystallization!of!SAPOs.!By!reducing!the!rate!of!the!reaction!it!is!possible!to!obtain!all!necessary!intermediates.!These! intermediates! allow! it! to!be!possible! in!understanding! the! formation!of! the!framework!and!the!individual!role,!played!by!the!different!templating!agents.!




! Vibrational! spectroscopy! is! an!effective!and! formidable! tool! in!determining!the!conformation!of!halocarbons!in!MOFs.!
! The!conformations!of!both!DCE!and!BCE!were!studied!in!MIL<53,!MIL<68!and!MIL<53NH2.! Each!MOF!was! chosen! for! its! unique! properties!which! are! flexibility,!two! unique! pores,! and! a! polar! framework,! respectively.! Both! halocarbons! exhibit!the!same!trends! for!each!MOF.!A!slight!variance! in! the!trends!can!be!attributed!to!different!molecular!sizes!and!the!strength!of!their!permanent!dipoles.!
In!MIL<53! the! population! of! both! DCE! and! BCE!mimic! that! of! the! gaseous!phase!due!to!the!low!dielectric!constant!of!BDC!and!a!non<polar!environment.!The!main!interaction!stabilizing!the!molecules!is!either!vdW!interaction!with!the!MOF!or!the!C<H!bond!of!DCE/BCE!interacting!with!the!π!systems.!The!lack!of!rearrangement!of! the! benzene! rings! prevents! the! aromatic! effect! from! stabilizing! the! gauche!conformer.!For!these!reasons!the!larger!trans!conformation!is!favored!to!maximize!interactions,! and! additionally! it! is! more! energetically! favoured! in! non<polar!mediums.!!!
! In!MIL<68!there!is!a!stark!difference!between!the!conformation!populations!of!DCE!and!BCE.!Due!to!the!small!pores!and!distance!to!nearest!neighbour,!dipoles!of!DCE!molecules!are!able!to!stabilize!the!gauche!isomer.!As!BCE!has!a!weaker!dipole!this!phenomenon!is!not!seen!and!its!conformation!populations!resemble!that!of!the!gas!phase.!Furthermore,!it!is!possible!to!distinguish!BCE!being!in!both!pores!as!upon!
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cooling! the! red<shift! of! the! trans! peak,!most! likely! caused!by! vdW! interactions,! is!more!pronounced!in!the!smaller!pore.!
! Finally! in! the! halocarbon/MIL<53NH2! ! systems! there! is! a! shift! towards! the+
gauche! isomer!as!the!hydrogen!bonding!interactions!with!the!polar!amine!are!able!to!stabilize!the!guache+isomer.!Upon!cooling!in!halocarbon/MIL<53NH2!systems!the!guest!molecule!adopts!the!more!energetically!preferred!conformation,!which!is!still!the!trans!isomer.!

















































































































631! 632! !(CCCC)χ! 633!
860! 862! !(CC)!υs! 851!
872! ! !(CH)ρ! 889!
1143! 1142! !(CO)υs! 1141!
1439! 1447! !(CCH)β!+!(CH)υs! 1409!
1471! ! !(CO)β! 1449!
1524! 1510! !(C=C)υs!+!(CCH)β! 1520!
1613! 1614! !(C=C)υs!+!(CCH)β! 1611!
3073! 3066! !(CH)υas! 3074!
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